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The Role of Regulatory Pressure
in Banks’ Capital and Risk Decisions

alessandra tanda
University of Milan, Italy

Capital regulation represents the core of prudential regulation
in banking. Despite the aim of the regulators to have a safer and
more robust banking industry, the effects of capital regulation
on banks’ capital and risk decisions appear ambiguous. The paper
analyses the relationship between capital and risk changes and
the impact of regulatory pressure for a sample of European banks
during the period 2006–2010, which encompasses the start of the
latest financial crisis. Results highlight that banks tend to adopt
a different behaviour depending on the capital ratio considered,
supporting the so-called ‘gamble for resurrection’ hypothesis. Ev-
idence supports the rethinking of the regulatory framework, espe-
cially with reference to higher and stricter capital requirements.

Key Words: bank, capital, risk, regulation, Tier 1

introduction
Capital regulation aims at ensuring that banks hold a level of capi-
tal consistent with their risk exposure, and their decisions on cap-
ital change as their risk position is modified by endogenous or ex-
ogenous factors. Nevertheless, if not correctly designed, capital re-
quirements might produce unwanted effects because of moral haz-
ard and asymmetry of information which lead banks to excessive
risk taking (Kahane 1977; Koehn and Santomero 1980; Kim and San-
tomero 1988; Gennotte and Pyle 1991). Understanding the link be-
tween regulation and banks’ decision is of utmost importance be-
cause it might help policy makers to adjust capital regulations. This
issue is particularly relevant in the European area where countries
are subject to common general regulation which nevertheless is ap-
plied on country basis through national supervisory authorities, po-
tentially generating an uneven playing field. Understanding howEu-
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ropean banks react to capital regulation, is a key point in the frame-
work of the banking and market union.

The latest crisis stimulated further discussion and brought to the
revision of the prudential framework, as well as the introduction of
additional measures to control bank risk taking that led to a new set
of rules under the name of Basel i i i.

This study tries to answer to the following question: what was
the role of regulatory framework in determining changes in capital
ratios and in risk exposure during the crisis? In order to answer this
research question, balance sheet data for a sample of 1,442 European
banks from 2006 to 2010 are analysed.This study contributes to the
existing literature providing updated evidence on the behaviour of
European banks in light of the implementation of the third version
of the Basel Accord, which although strengthening and modifying
the Basel i i framework, relies on the same assumptions on banks
behaviour. The paper is organised as follows: section 2 reviews the
main empirical contributions on the topic and presents the model;
section 3 describes the sample; the fourth section discusses the re-
sults; the last section draws the conclusions.

capital and risk decisions
The literature on bank capital is extensive and the effects of capi-
tal requirements have been studied thoroughly. Theories argue that
capital regulation can lead to excessive risk taking if capital require-
ments are not correctly designed (Kahane 1977; Koehn and San-
tomero 1980; Kim and Santomero 1988; Gennotte and Pyle 1991)
and empirical studies have investigated banks’ behaviour to provide
evidence on the effects of regulation, but results remain ambiguous.

Changes in capital and risk are modelled in this study using a si-
multaneous equation framework (Shrieves and Dahl 1992; Jacques
and Nigro 1997). According to this setting, banks have a desired (op-
timal) level of capital and risk, which cannot be observed. Changes
in capital and risk are assumed to represent adjustments toward
these optimal levels that depend on exogenous factors such as reg-
ulation, economic cycle and other variables, e.g. size, level of liquid
assets and profitability.
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In general, capital and risk changes appear to be severely affected
by the banks’ ex-ante capital level. A number of studies find that low
capitalised banks tend to increase risk when facing a drop in capital
ratio, taking the ‘gamble for resurrection’ and increasing the prob-
ability of default (Calem and Rob 1999; Godlewski 2005; Iwatsubo
2005; Camara, Lepetit, and Tarazi 2013).

Results become even more varied when considering the quality
of capital: banks’ decisions vary according to the capital ratio con-
sidered, i.e. total regulatory capital, Tier 1 capital, or equity (Kleff
and Weber 2003; Hussain and Hassan 2005; Memmel and Raupach
2010; Camara, Lepetit, and Tarazi 2013).

Hence, this analysis focuses on three formulations of capital
(cap) to enable a possible comparison of results. Firstly, cap is
interpreted as the total regulatory capital ratio (trcr). This ratio is
obtained by the level of capital to risk weighted assets and has a
direct relationship with regulatory provisions. Secondly, Tier 1 reg-
ulatory capital ratio (t1cr) is included in the analysis as additional
measure for the highest quality part of regulatory capital. Lastly,
equity to total assets (eta) is considered. This ratio does not con-
sider risk weighting and might provide different indications. Equity
to total assets is a common indicator used by markets to evaluate
the capitalisation of firms and does not respond to regulatory pro-
visions. Moreover, it is easy to compute, it has coherence between
numerator and denominator, as both are computed using the same
rules and has a relationship with leverage.

Risk is measured as the ratio of risk weighted assets to total as-
sets (rwa/ta), in line with the notion of risk formulated by pru-
dential regulation.

Banks decisions are influenced by regulation. In fact, they have
to comply with aminimum capital ratio, but they can decide on how
much capital to hold above the minimum. Banks with a high cap-
ital ratio are considered to be less subject to regulatory pressure,
as they hold a buffer sufficient to absorb eventual shocks. On the
contrary, banks with a low capital ratio will be subject to more reg-
ulatory pressure: on the one hand their capital ratios are likely to
be more stressed during downturns and on the other, in case reg-
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ulation becomes stricter, they would have to strengthen the capital
base or limit their exposure to risk, in order to reach the new regula-
tory minimum. In general, when banks face an increased regulatory
pressure, they tend to adjust their capital ratio by increasing capital
and decreasing risk, in line with the regulatory objective (Shrieves
and Dahl 1992; Jacques and Nigro 1997; Matejašák, Teplý, and Čer-
nohorský 2009) although contrasting evidence is provided by Heid,
Porath, and Stolz (2003) and Van Roy (2005). In this study we define
regulatory pressure as in Alexandre and Bouaiss (2009): reg1 rep-
resents the difference between the bank’s capital ratio and the min-
imum capital ratio, which is 8, and reg2 is defined as the product
of reg1 and the level of the capital ratio at the beginning of the pe-
riod (capt−1) and expresses the speed at which banks adjust their
capital.

Banks’ characteristics are also likely to affect banks’ decisions.
Bank size can have a positive or a negative contribution. A positive
relationship with bank capital may exist because larger banks tend
to be also more complex and this exacerbates the asymmetry of in-
formation (Gropp and Heider 2010). On the other hand, size can
have a negative impact on capital buffers. Larger banks have an eas-
ier access to capitalmarkets (Ahmad, Ariff, and Skylly 2009) andmay
have greater flexibility in funding themselves to increase their cap-
ital ratios, using for instance hybrid instruments or subordinated
debt (Heid, Porath, and Stolz 2003). However, the sign and impact
of size is likely to depend on the specialisation: for instance savings
and cooperative banks facemore restrictions in raising capital (Kleff
andWeber 2003). The negative sign might also be related to the ‘too
big to fail’ issue: larger banks may hold less capital because they rely
on public intervention in case of distress.

When controlling the impact of size on risk, a positive or a nega-
tive sign is expected. In the latter case, a diversification effect would
prevail (Lindquist 2004; Van Roy 2005), however, literature finds
controversial results.

Liquidity (liq) is able to influence both, capital and risk deci-
sions (Allen and Gale 2004; Jokipii and Milne 2011; Athanasoglou
2011), but the expected sign is ambiguous. Liquidity (liq) is defined
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as liquid assets to customers and short term funding (Athanasoglou
2011). Profitability can impact capital decisions as profitable banks
may in fact increase their capital through retained earnings (Kwan
and Eisenbeis 1997; Rime 2001; Van Roy 2005;Matejašák, Teplý, and
Černohorský 2009). roa is included in the model, as in previous
studies, to account for the profitability of the bank, as well as the
ratio of net interest income to total asset (nii/ta).

As underlined by Altunbas et al. (2007), efficiency is a relevant
factor when analysing the relationship between decisions on capital
and risk. The cost to income ratio is here considered a simple indi-
cator for efficiency (eff).

Finally, the rate of gdp growth (gdp) is included in order to
check for specific country features, which can affect capital and risk
decisions by banks (Lindquist 2004; Van Roy 2005). Capital require-
ments as stated in Basel i and Basel i i have a procyclical behaviour.
In fact, when the economic cycle deteriorates, losses increases and
the level of capital needed to satisfy capital requirements increases
as well. However, it can be difficult for banks to raise capital during
economic downturns, as it becomes even scarcer and more costly.
Banks could therefore be forced to decrease risky assets, e.g. reduc-
ing the amount of loans destined to the real economy. The opposite
can happen during economic booms.

The relationship between changes in capital and in risk in this
study is represented by the following equations:

Δcapj,t = a0+a1sizej,t+a2liqj,t+a3roaj,t
+a4effj,t+a5gdpj,t−1+a6capj,t−1
+a7riskj,t+a8reg2j,t+ej,t (1)

Δriskj,t = b0+b1sizej,t+b2liqj,t+b3effj,t
+b4gdpj,t−1+b5riskj,t−1+b6capj,t
+b7reg1j,t+b8reg2j,t+sj,t (2)

Themodel shows endogeneity problems, because changes in cap-
ital and risk are interrelated and they show up on both equations,
as also confirmed by the Hausman test. To deal with endogeneity,
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the study applies a gmm approach. Lagged values of capital and risk
are used as instruments for changes in capital and risk, as suggested
and implemented by previous literature. Additionally, an Arellano-
Bover/Blundell-Bond estimation is employed to check the robust-
ness of the results. The estimator is specifically designed for panel
with a low number of time-series observations and a high number
of groups and is particularly suitable in case of persistent data (Arel-
lano and Bover 1995; Blundell and Bond 1998).

sample description
The sample is constituted by European commercial, savings and
cooperative banks. Balance sheet information is obtained from
Bankscope for the period from 2006 to 2010.This time span enables
to have homogeneity in the data, as all the banks apply the same
accounting rules starting in 2006, and helps to focus on banks’ de-
cisions during the financial crisis. Besides, ending in 2010, it ex-
cludes the most dramatic times of the European sovereign debt
crisis, which might have further modified banks behaviour. Addi-
tionally, focusing on this period helps excluding the amendments
made after the European Banking Authority (eba) recommenda-
tions to raise Core Tier 1 capital to 9 in 2011, as well as the choices
made under the supervisory monitoring of the leverage ratio and
the observation period of the liquidity ratios, which started in 2011
(European Banking Authority 2011).

Banks with assets and total regulatory capital ratio values avail-
able for less than four consecutive years and banks with a capital
ratio higher than 100 are eliminated from the sample.

The resulting sample is made of 1,442 banks: 513 are commercial
banks, 683 are cooperative banks and the remaining 246 are savings
banks (table 1). More than half of the banks in the sample are from
Western European countries (1,102). To bemore specific, almost 37
of the banks in the sample are Italian banks, but their weight on
the sample in terms of total assets (as at 2010) is limited (8.91) if
compared for instance to French banks. There are few of the latter
(1.46 of the banks in the sample), but represent more than 25
of total assets. The same holds for banks from the United Kingdom
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table 1 Description of the Sample by Country

() () () () () () ()

 Albania ee  . ,, .

 Andorra we  . ,, .

 Austria we  . ,, .

 Belarus ee  . ,, .

 Belgium we  . ,,, .

 Bosnia-Herzegovina ee  . ,, .

 Bulgaria ee  . ,, .

 Croatia ee  . ,, .

 Cyprus we  . ,, .

 Czech Republic ee  . ,, .

 Denmark we  . ,, .

 Estonia ee  . , .

 Finland we  . ,, .

 France we  . ,,, .

 Germany we  . ,,, .

 Greece we  . ,, .

 Hungary ee  . ,, .

 Ireland we  . ,, .

 Italy we  . ,,, .

 Latvia ee  . ,, .

 Lithuania ee  . ,, .

 Luxembourg we  . ,, .

 Macedonia (fyrom) ee  . ,, .

 Malta we  . ,, .

 Moldova we  . , .

 Montenegro ee  . , .

 Netherlands we  . ,,, .

 Norway ee  . ,, .

 Poland ee  . ,, .

 Portugal ee  . ,, .

 Romania ee  . ,, .

 Russian Federation ee  . ,, .

 Serbia ee  . ,, .

 Slovakia ee  . ,, .

Continued on the next page
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table 1 Continued from the previous page

() () () () () () ()

 Slovenia ee  . ,, .

 Spain we  . ,,, .

 Sweden we  . ,, .

 Switzerland we  . ,,, .

 Turkey we  . ,, .

 Ukraine ee  . ,, .

 United Kingdom we  . ,,, .

Total , . ,,, .

ee  .

we , .

notes Column headings are as follows: () number, () country, () East-
ern/Western Europe, () number, () percentage, () total assets as of December
, () percentage. Elaboration from Bankscope.

that weight for more than 15 in terms of assets. German banks are
numerous and their total assets represent 11.25, but also in this
case, there are few large banks and many small banks.

Summary descriptive statistics of the sample are presented in ta-
ble 2.The average value of total assets over the time period analysed
is around 26 billion Euros. The average total regulatory capital ra-
tio (a.trcr) over the period 2006–2010 is around 16.19, well above
the minimum required by the regulation. The median for trcr is
slightly lower than themean (table 2).Most of the banks in the sam-
ple therefore seem to be well capitalised in terms of total regulatory
capital ratio (table 3). The average Tier 1 regulatory capital ratio is
14.45 for the whole sample.

Table 4 summarises the evolution of the capital ratios in the time
period considered, using three different variables: total regulatory
capital ratio (trcr), Tier 1 regulatory capital ratio (t1cr) and equity
to total assets (eta).

results
gmm provides results summarised in table 5. Looking at the capital
equations, capital and risk showa statistical significant relationship,
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table 2 Descriptive statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. dev. Min Max

Total Assets , ,* ,* , ,,*

tcr , . . . .

trcr , . . . .

eta , . . –. .

Capta , . . . .

roaa , . . –. .

nii/av.ta , . . –. .

Cost/Income , . . . .

notes *× . Figures in thousand Euros for Total assets and in percentage
for the other variables. Elaboration from Bankscope.

table 3 Distribution of
Banks According
to the Average
trcr

Average trcr No. of banks

< 8 

≤ a.trcr< . 

.≤ a.trcr<  

a.trcr≥  

notes Elaboration from
Bankscope.

table 4 Evolution of Capital Ratios

Year trcr tcr eta

 . . .

 . . .

 . . .

 . . .

 . . .

notes trcr – total regulatory capital ratio;
tcr – Tier  capital ratio; eta – equity to to-
tal assets. Figures in percentage. Elaboration
from Bankscope.

even if the level of the coefficient is low: the relationship with trcr
is positive, while it has a negative significant impact on changes in
eta and t1cr. This might suggest that banks in the sample tend
to increase their overall capital ratio (trcr) when risk increases, but
they have the opposite behaviour if they have to adjust their capi-
tal level in terms of eta and t1cr, which express the highest quality
components of capital.Thenet increase could be therefore the result
of an increase in the lowest quality instruments, such as Tier 2 and
Tier 3, which are not destined to absorb losses in a going concern
basis, but only in a gone concern framework, as clarified by the lat-
est regulatory instructions.The behaviour of banks seems to reflect
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table 5 gmm for Capital Equations

Variable dcap = dtrcr dcap = deta dcap = dtcr

. . . . . .

const .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

size –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

liq .*** .*** . . . .

roa . . .*** .*** .*** .***

gdp –.*** –.*** –.* –.* –.*** –.***

eff –.** –.** –.*** –.*** –.** –.**

reg .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

capt−1 –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

drisk .*** .*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

ad –.*** –.*** –.***

und –.*** –. –.***

R2 . . . . . .

Obs.      

notes ***, **, * respectively indicate statistical significance at ,  and 
level. R2 is calculated as the square of the correlation between the observed and
the predicted, the latter calculated on the sample. J-Stat is not applicable in this
case as the equations are exactly identified.

the possibility to choose between various instruments included in
the capital base to increase their capital ratio. Moreover, since capi-
tal ratios depend both on the capital level and on risk weighted as-
sets, banks have a possibility tomodify their regulatory capital ratio
through changes in the numerator or in the denominator and the
choice between the two might depend on economic convenience.

The value of capital in t−1 shows a negative significant relation-
ship with changes in t. Banks with high capital ratios tend to de-
crease their capital ratio in the next period. The impact is stronger
for the regulatory capital ratio (trcr).This could indicate that banks
try to increase risk while maintaining the same level of capital in or-
der to optimise the use and the cost of the latter. However, if the pe-
culiarity of the time period is taken into consideration, this relation-
ship could be the result of an increased riskiness of assets and a de-
crease in the capital base. These effects might produce a decrease in
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the capital ratio in the next period (as the numerator diminishes and
the denominator increases). Moreover, as already discussed, banks
must comply with theminimum of 8 capital ratio, therefore banks
close to the minimum might have less space to decrease capital ra-
tios if compared with banks that have a very high capital ratio.

Regulatory pressure modelled as reg2 has a positive and signif-
icant impact on all the specifications. reg2 represents the speed
of adjustment of capital ratios. It is not surprising that the effect is
higher for regulatory capital ratios, as these are the variables consid-
ered by the supervisory authorities. It is reasonable to believe that
reg2 will be lower for banks far from the minimum and higher for
banks approaching the minimum.

Size has a negative coefficient for all the definitions of capital ra-
tio and it is always statistically different from zero. The results sup-
port the theories maintaining that larger banks tend to hold lower
capital ratios, as they can more easily raise capital in the market.
This negative relationship could also be attributed to the moral haz-
ard deriving from the ‘too big to fail’ status, as larger banks might
hold a lower level of capital, relying on the eventual bail out by the
government in case of bankrupt. The magnitude of the coefficients
varies depending on the type of capital ratio considered. The value
of the coefficient is in fact larger for regulatory capital ratios (trcr
and t1cr) while it is in general smaller for changes equity to total
assets (eta). Overall, results are in line with previous research.

Liquidity shows a positive sign: more liquid banks tend to in-
crease their capital base. The contribution of the variable appears
statistically significant but small, with a coefficient that is around
1 when considering changes in trcr; it is even smaller in size and
not significantwhen considering the other capital ratios.The limited
size and significance of the contribution of liquidity could depend
on the period analysed. In fact, during the crisis, financial interme-
diaries tended to retain their liquidity because of the uncertain evo-
lution of events and doubts on the solvency of other institutions.

Return on assets (roa) generally has a positive impact on chan-
ges in capital. The coefficient is statistically significant when capital
is measured as t1cr and as eta. The literature suggests that this
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positive relationship derives from the possibility to use earnings to
strengthen the capital base (Berger 1995). Apparently, also banks in
the sample tend to increase their capital thanks to retained earn-
ings.

Efficiency computed as cost to income ratio has in general a weak
negative sign when changes in capital ratios are considered. More
efficient banks, therefore seem to operate with a lower capital ra-
tio and this supports the theory that regulators might allow more
efficient banks to operate with less restrictions on their leverage.
gdp growth has a negative impact on changes in capital ratios. The
effect is stronger for trcr and t1cr. Banks located in countries
with slower growth tend to increase their capital ratios more, ev-
erything else equal. The negative relationship could be influenced
by the request to strengthen the capital base made both by markets
and regulators, after the bust of crisis. The coefficient appears small
and therefore the economic situation of countries seems to con-
tribute, but with a limited strength, as it is reasonable to assume
that banks that operate internationally do not take into account
only their home country economy but also the ones of the vari-
ous countries where they operate. Moreover, since the investigation
does not include the whole business cycle, it has to be interpreted
with care.

In specification 2, the threemodels include two additional dummy
variables describing the level of capital. ad is equal to one for banks
which are adequately capitalised, while und is a dummy variable to
isolate undercapitalised banks.1

The dummy variable for well capitalised banks (well) is not in-
cluded in the model, as these banks are taken as a basis for the anal-
ysis. The relationship with changes in trcr and in t1cr is negative
and significant. Adequately capitalised and undercapitalised banks
with high risk levels tend to decrease their regulatory capital more
than well capitalised banks. While this could be a surprising result,
it might be related to the risk equation and to the ‘gamble for resur-
rection’ hypothesis. The period analysed (2006–2010) encompasses
the last financial crisis: undercapitalised banks might have suffered
losses due to the financial downturn and this could have been trans-
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table 6 gmm for Risk Equations

Variable trcr trcr eta eta tcr tcr

const .*** .*** .*** .* .*** .***

size –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

liq –.** –.* –. –. –.* –.*

gdp .*** .*** .** .*** .*** .***

eff –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

reg –.*** –.*** .** .*** –.*** –.***

reg .*** .*** .*** –.*** .*** .***

riskt−1 .* .* .*** . . .

dtrcr . .

deta –.*** –.***

dtcr . .***

ad –. .*** –.

und –.** . –.

R2 . . . . . .

Obs.      

notes drisk = d(rwa/ta). ***, **, * respectively indicate statistical significance at
,  and  level. R2 is calculated as the square of the correlation between
the observed and the predicted, the latter calculated on the sample. J-Stat is not
applicable in this case as the equations are exactly identified.

lated into a further decrease of the capital base, both in terms of
regulatory capital and in terms of equity to total assets ratio. Addi-
tionally, most of the banks suffered an increase in the riskiness of
their asset portfolio.

As a robustness check, the variable for the profitability (roa) is
substitutedwith net interest income to total assets (nii/ta). Coeffi-
cients generally keep the same sign, size and statistical significance
in all the specifications of the model.2

Risk equations are now considered (table 6). Overall, results
highlight a weak relationship between explanatory variables and
changes in risk related to total assets.3

Changes in risk are negatively influenced by size, consistently
with the diversification hypothesis. Larger banks can diversify their
assets better and therefore they can pursue a decrease in the overall
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level of risk. Liquidity has a weak negative effect on risk decisions.
The same type of relationship holds for efficiency.

gdp growth has a positive and significant sign: banks located in
countries with a high gdp growth tend to take on a higher level of
risk. During booms, banks seem to have a less prudent behaviour to
exploit profit opportunities.

Regulatory pressure measured as reg1 has a negative and sig-
nificant coefficient for the two regulatory capital ratios (trcr and
t1cr). If a bank has a high level of reg1 (meaning that the dif-
ference between its trcr and the regulatory minimum is positive),
everything else equal, it will tend to pursue a decrease in risk. On
the contrary, banks with a low reg1, which are undercapitalised
or adequately capitalised, will pursue an increase in risk. This again
supports the ‘gamble for resurrection’ hypothesis. reg2 express the
speed of adjustment. The sign is generally positive across capital ra-
tio definition. However, the impact is really small and its contribu-
tion to decisions on risk seems to be negligible.

The impact of changes in capital ratio on decisions on risk seems
statistically significant only when considering capital as eta and
as t1cr, but controlling also for the ex ante level of capital. In the
first case the relationship is negative, while in the second it is pos-
itive. Therefore, for changes in eta and risk, a two way negative
relationship seems to hold. The same cannot be said for the other
capital ratios.

As robustness check, given the structure of the data and of the
model, an Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond model is also tested. Esti-
mations provide overall similar results (table 7). With reference to
the capital equations, signs and statistical significance appear simi-
lar to what obtainedwith gmm, but for a size, which takes a positive
significant sign in several specifications. Considering the relation-
ships between capital and risk, changes in risk now positively affect
changes in capital also for eta and t1cr. Besides, only for eta, past
levels of capital ratios (etat−1) take a positive sign.

Turning to risk equations, the only relevant differences appear to
be the change in sign of past levels of risk, although not significant,
and of liquidity coefficient (table 8). The latter takes a different sign
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table 7 Results for Capital Equations with Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond
Regressions

Variable dcap = dtrcr dcap = deta dcap = dtcr

a. a. b. b. c. c.

const .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

size .*** .*** –.*** –.** –. .*

liq .* .* . . .** .

roa . . .*** .*** .*** .***

gdp –.*** –.*** –.* –. –.*** –.***

eff –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

reg .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

capt−1 –.*** –.*** .*** .*** –.*** –.***

drisk .*** .*** . . .* .**

ad –.*** .** –.***

und . –.*** .

R2 . . . . . .

Obs.      

notes ***, **, * respectively indicate statistical significance at ,  and 
level. R2 is calculated as the square of the correlation between the observed and
the predicted, the latter calculated on the sample.

with significant, but very low coefficient for changes in t1cr. Finally,
und for undercapitalised banks takes a positive instead of a nega-
tive sign in all the specifications, suggesting that risk increasesmore
in undercapitalised banks than in other banks.

conclusions
This study investigates the decisions on capital and risk for a wide
sample of European banks from 2006 to 2010, focussing on the im-
pact of regulatory pressure. The topic has been deeply analysed by
previous literature, however results are still controversial.

The main results suggest that banks tend to have a different be-
haviour depending on the type of capital ratio analysed. A positive
relationship between total regulatory capital ratio and risk seems
to exist, but the relationship becomes negative when controlling for
changes in Tier 1 capital ratio or equity to total assets, which can be
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table 8 Results for risk equations with Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond
regressions

Variable trcr trcr eta eta tcr tcr

const .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

size –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

liq . –. . –. .*** .

gdp .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

eff –.*** –.*** –. –. –.** –.**

reg –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.*** –.***

reg .*** .*** .*** .*** .*** .***

riskt−1 –. –. –. –. –. –.

dtrcr .*** .***

deta .*** .***

dtcr .*** .***

ad –.*** –.*** –.***

und .** .*** .***

R2 . . . . . .

Obs.      

notes drisk = d(rwa/ta). ***, **, * respectively indicate statistical significance
at ,  and  level. R2 is calculated as the square of the correlation between
the observed and the predicted, the latter calculated on the sample.

considered the ratios capturing the highest quality capital. Regula-
tory pressure has a relevant impact on banks’ decisions, but it does
not seem to have the desired effect on low capitalised banks.The aim
of the regulation is to induce banks to take risks consistently with
their capital base (and vice versa, having a capital base sufficient to
compensate for their risk exposure), but low capitalised banks tend
to have the opposite behaviour, increasing riskwhen their capital ra-
tio decreases, approaching the minimum.The results therefore sup-
port the so-called ‘gamble for resurrection’ hypothesis, i.e. banks
close to the minimum standards tend to increase their risk expo-
sure in order to benefit from possible profits that in the end could
be used to strengthen their capital base. It would be useful to deter-
mine a mechanism that enables the supervisor to intervene quickly
and promptly in case of a drop in the capital ratio, in order to avoid
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that banks with a low level of capital increase their risk in a way that
could threaten the stability of the institution and of the whole fi-
nancial system.

Overall, results support the existence of perverse incentives in
banks’ behaviour and the inability for the regulation to discipline
banks’ risk taking effectively. More transparency and a more homo-
geneous definition of capital as in Basel i i i can be an effective tool
in controlling banks’ capital and risk taking behaviour. The findings
of this research have relevant policy implication with respect to the
European supervisory and regulatory system. The European bank-
ing sector is facing the challenges of the financial crisis that espe-
cially hit the Euro-Mediterranean countries, which are traditionally
more bank-centred and are also severely living the sovereign debt
crisis. Given the regulatory revision that requires stricter regulation,
it is important to understand the effects of capital requirement on
banks’ decisions, as the latter can influence their lending behaviour
and, as a consequence, the availability of funds to families and firms,
hence affecting the economic growth of the area. Constant and fur-
ther research is needed to deeper investigate the behaviour of banks.

notes
1 A bank is considered well capitalised if its average trcr is larger or equal
to 10.5; adequately capitalised if average trcr is equal or larger than 8;
undercapitalised if the average trcr is below the 8 regulatory threshold.

2 Results are omitted.
3 The value of R2 for risk is very small. The results should therefore be in-
terpreted with care. It has to be acknowledge, in fact, that R2 is not the
most suitable measure for the goodness of fit in this case, but it has been
indicated as other statistics are not applicable. J-stat, for example, can not
be calculated because the system of equations is exactly identified.
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Do the Arabian Customers Who Belong
to Similar Markets Differ in the
Evaluation of Banking Service Quality?

mustafa w. nourallah
European Centre for Economic Studies of the Arab Orient, Sweden

Themain purpose of this paper is to study the customers’ eval-
uation from three similar markets, aiming at finding significant
differences among three types of answers. Service quality was
measured by using an existing scale from the literature, thus
servperf was selected to evaluate three types of answers. Cus-
tomers of this study came from three similar markets: the King-
dom of Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait. spss
was used to analyse the data and one-way anova was run to in-
vestigate differences among the groups. The findings showed that
there were significant differences between the three groups. Also,
the results indicated that except empathy, all other four dimen-
sions showed partial differences.

Key Words: service quality, quality of banking service, Arab world,
culture

introduction
Numerous articles, studying Service Quality – sq were written as
well as many articles discussed the Quality of Banking Service –
qbs. Basically, qbs has become an interesting topic for scholars
since Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1985). Some works had
been done before that time (e.g. Rathmell 1966). A good example
about seminal work was found by Sasser, Olsen, andWyckoff (1978)
as they proposed five ‘gaps,’ including the gap between consumers’
expectations and the actual service delivered, that determines ser-
vice quality. All those scholars discussed the sq and they paved the
way for the others.

Mainly, there are two main schools of this discipline, the North
American School and the Nordic One.The Nordic School consists of
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two dimensions, namely: functional quality and technical quality.The
North American School identified five dimensions that customers
use to evaluate service quality: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,
assurance and empathy (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, andBerry 1985).The
identified dimensions gave birth to a service quality measurement
tool called servqual.

The main influence recorded for the American School based on
the fact that unaccounted researches depended on it, particularly on
servqual.The scale of servqual which was developed by Para-
suraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1985) played a vital role in the sq
research stream.The other contribution was servperf which was
developed by Taylor and Cronin (1994). The Nordic school played
an essential role as many thoughts were introduced especially by
Nordic scholars (Gronroos 1984; Edversoon 1992; Lehtinen and
Lehtinen 1982; 1991).

Due to the fact that the bank markets become very competitive,
an urgent need was shaped in the sense to understand some aspects
of the qbs discipline. The majority of work in the latest 20 years
has been focusing on evaluation and measuring of the qbs. Basi-
cally, there are three trends for measuring and evaluation of qbs.
First, some scholars try to apply servqual or serveperf with-
out any changes, based on the fact that these scales are universal.
Second, other scholars try to adjust servqual or serveperf to
make it more applicable to the environment of the study. Third: A
few scholars have worked hard to design new scales.

literature review
After introduced servqual, many researchers started to use this
scale to measure the sq worldwide, whichmotivated other scholars
to study influences of culture on the service quality. Donthu and Yoo
(1998) studied cultural influences on the service quality expectation.
Their results implied that consumer vary in both, their overall ser-
vice quality expectations and their expectations on each dimension
of service quality at the same time. A call for studying differences
between cultures was raised by Anderson and Fornell (1994), Col-
lier (1994), Furrer et al. (2000) and Horovitz (1990). Subsequently,
many articles were published to meet this call (e.g., Mattila 1999;
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Winstaed 1997).Manyof these studies focused on the differences be-
tween theWestern culture and the Asian culture.The results discov-
ered some important notions. Researchers concluded that these dif-
ferences limited the capability of service multinationals to expand
their activities internationally (Furrer et al. 2000; Kogut and Singh
1988; Li 1994; Li and Guisinger 1991; 1992). In fact, these notions
help to differentiate between these two cultures.Mattila (1999) con-
cluded that customers with Western cultural backgrounds are more
likely to rely on the tangible cues from the physical environment
to evaluate service quality than their Asian counterparts (Furrer et
al. 2000; Mattila 1999). Mok and Armstrong (1998) concluded that
tourists from the uk, the usa, Australia, Japan and Taiwan have
different expectations in two of the five service quality dimensions,
while there was no significant difference for the other three dimen-
sions.

Researchers went beyond studying differences between cultures.
In fact, a new trend has been shaped to study the personality, values,
attitudes, interests, and lifestyles. And a call was found to study the
psychographics aiming to have an explicit understanding about the
service quality. The results indicated that psychographics strongly
depends on cultural elements (Heskett, Sasser, and Hart 1990; Fur-
rer et al. 2000). Studying the psychographics was not the mere ef-
fort. Another work was found to create a service quality measures
that are country/culture specific (Benkhoff 1997; Hofstede 1990;
Karatepe, Yavas, and Babakus 2005;Winsted 1997; Yavas 1997; Yavas
and Konyar 2002).

qbs was not exempt from the previous discussion. Winsted
(1997) compared Japanese and American bank consumers. Basically,
he focused onprovider behaviours as indicators of service encounter
quality. The main contribution for his study was to discover new di-
mension which had not been a part of the service quality concept
before; the ‘authenticity’ dimension which refers to genuineness
of service providers’ behaviours. This dimension was an important
component of service quality for Japanese consumers. On the other
hand, it did not play an important role in the case of the American
consumers (Winsted 1997; Karatepe, Yavas, and Babakus 2005).

It is an essential action when taking into account the impact of
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the culture and recognizing its implications on the qbs. This be-
lief emerged after noticing that plenty of measurement scales had
been developed, but just a few of these take into account only the
method of measurement and ignore the principle that the same
scale could not be automatically applied to different industries or
in different cultures (Angur et al. 1999; Pisnik Korda and Snoj 2010;
Sangeetha and Mahalingam 2011). As an extension of the previous
idea, a call to develop a new method to measure the qbs for differ-
ent national cultures could be easily noticed.This ideawas found due
to the fact that banking system using generic widely used measures
such as servqual, and this may end up missing important con-
cerns of their customers. Multi-national companies should go be-
yond customizing their services to different countries to customize
their measures of service quality (Jabnoun and Khalifa 2005).

Most of researchers mentioned the importance of adapting the
western scales or developing national scales. This is really accom-
plished by analysing the service quality literature in the banking in-
dustry, which reveals that the majority of studies have been con-
ducted in developed economies or within the western cultural en-
vironment rather than developing economies (Hanzaee and Salehi
2011; Herbig and Genestre 1996). A sharp standpoint was developed
by scholars to avoid to use servqual worldwide (Imrie, Cadogan,
and McNaughton 2002; Karatepe, Yavas, and Babakus 2005).

the awareness of cultural impact on qbs
Aldlaigan and Buttle (2002) developed and validated a new scale
for retail-banking industry in the uk. Based on the fact that this
scale was developed in the uk’s retail banking context only, the au-
thors mentioned that the scale may be less valid in a different con-
text, since it has been influenced by the respondents’ perceptions
of uk managerial banking and transactional system. Chaoprasert
and Elsey (2004) conducted a research to improve the qbs in Thai-
land.They discovered that the behaviour ofThai customersmight be
different and distinctive from others. Specifically, Thais prefer the
personal touch when it comes to services. They contacted familiar
bank staff because they believed their needs would be well under-
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stood. At the same time, Thais would like to develop good relations
with bank employees for the same purpose as stated before. On the
other hand,manyThai customers are neither able to understand nor
be confident in using self-service machines. Abdullah et al. (2000)
worked to develop a new scale for bqs.The final result was to create
a national service quality index, ‘bsq Index.’ Although the group de-
veloped and validated this scale, they were not sure about using this
scale worldwide. The importance of awareness of impact of culture
grew very rapidly. Jabnoun and Al-Tamimi (2003) worked to mea-
sure the qbs in uae. Because the authors did not have a chance
to investigate the national customers separately from residents, the
research missed the impact of the national culture on the percep-
tion of banks’ service quality. The authors classified that as a limi-
tation for the study. Sangeetha and Mahalingam (2011) made a re-
view for the service qualitymodel in banking.Their consequent find-
ings mentioned that not all antecedents models contribute equally
to quality and their contributions might be subject to variation in
different industries and different countries at different times.

Hanzaee and Sadeghi (2010, 250) said ‘Owing to cultural and
environmental effects, consumers in different countries have dif-
ferent perception of what service quality is. Thus, managers who
seek to develop service standards may not succeed unless they are
aware of the value of environmental differences between countries
in terms of economic development, political ideology, cultural value
system, and other culture-specific factors.’ Some researchers went
further; they believed that there was a need to consider the impact
of the certain environmental variables and their influence in shap-
ing service quality needed to be further explored in the one country
(Munusamy, Chelliah, and Mun 2010).

While the majority of researchers focused on the differences be-
tween cultures, some researchers mentioned some evidence due
to the fact that there are similar aspects between quality services
worldwide. These analogous results are considered as an evidence
for the universal aspects for bqs. Karatepe, Yavas, and Babakus
(2005) designed a scale based on a study which took place in the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus; they mentioned that the di-
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mensions identified in the study show similarities to other service
quality measures, such as servqual and systra-sq. Counting
on this, they suggested that there might be some potentially uni-
versal facets of service quality and that perhaps scholars might not
need to develop specific measures for each context. Bahia and Nan-
tel (2000) developed a new scale in Canada. This scale was validated
only in the French language version. They concluded that the pro-
posed items might serve as the basis for further research and scale
development in other languages. Although we have many similar
stances, none of those scholars disclosed sharply that a certain scale
could be used worldwide.

Between these two standpoints, a third moderate standpoint
could be noticed. This point of view was abstracted by Avkiran
(1994). Avkiran focused on retail operations as embodied by the
branch. The project was hosted by a major Australian trading bank
with a large branch network. At the end of his research he men-
tioned that the result of studies could be applied in countries in a
similar position.

hypotheses
There are literally hundreds of papers written on cultural issues in
sq. However, the majority of research occurred in the Western en-
vironments. This article attempts to fill in some of the gaps in the
literature on the evaluation of the Quality of Banking Service of the
customers who belong to similar environment in the Arab world.
Studies that studied the culture and sq (e.g., Donthu and Yoo 1998;
Furrer et al. 2000; Kueh and Voon 2007; Ladhari et al. 2011; Laroche
et al. 2004; Tsikritsis 2002) used the Hofstede model to investigate
the cultural role or impact on sq. On the other hand, although some
of these studies affirm that culture influences evaluations of ser-
vice quality (Furrer et al. 2000; Kueh and Voon 2007; Tsoukatos and
Rand 2007), it looks unsuitable to depend merely on the Hofstede
model of culture as this model may vary in one country as some-
times remarkable changes might happen to a certain environment
(Fam and Merrilees 1998; Kale 1991; Kueh and Voon 2007). More-
over, Hofstede (1980) provides an extremely broad classification for
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Arabic countries like Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi Ara-
bia and the United Arab Emirates. While Hofstede’s research had
an extremely important impact on understanding the cross-cultural
behaviour; this large classification is clearly a limitation of his find-
ings and highlights the need for additional research that is country-
specific in the Middle East’ (Whiteoak, Crawford, and Mapstone
2006, 80).

Also, there is a proof that ‘significant cultural differences are evi-
dent across organisations owned andmanaged by individuals of one
nationality, and significant cultural similarities are evident across
organisations owned and managed by individuals of different na-
tionalities’ (Bhaskaran and Sukumaran 2007, 54).

The Arab world, particularly Gulf States, have their own unique
culture. All the Gulf States consider Arabic their official national
language, while the common business language is English (Wilkins
2001).The three studied markets made a remarkable effort toWest-
ernise the society with a strong link to the west in general and in
particular with the usa (Hammond 2007). As religion plays a vital
role in the daily life and because not all Muslims are Arabs, butmost
Arabs are Muslim (Feghali 1997; Jabra 1971; Rice 2003; Khakhar and
Rammal 2013), some countries in the Arab World can be described
as heterogeneous communities (e.g. Syria), while the situation is dif-
ferent in the Gulf States, where the majority of population is Arab –
Muslim.

This study will investigate the case of customers who belong to
similar markets in the Arab World, and will investigate if those cus-
tomers might evaluate the qbs differently.

h0 There are no differences in evaluating the quality of the banking
service in the three similar cultures: ksa, uae and Kuwait.

methodology
Research Design, Measuring Instrument and Sample

This study aims to find the main differences between similar mar-
kets in terms of perceiving the quality of the banking service.

Because the paper is aiming at gathering information in order to
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compare three groups and to make inferences about possible differ-
ences between the three sampled populations, a one-way anova
test was used to compare the means between these three groups of
clients and to understand whether there are differences in perceiv-
ing the quality of the banking service.

To achieve the previous aim, a unified questionnaire was de-
veloped and modified. Subsequently, the same questionnaire was
handed out for three different types of clients at three similar envi-
ronments: ksa, the uae and Kuwait. The questionnaire based on
servperf, which is a wide common scale for measuring and eval-
uating the bsq. However, this instrument was created by Taylor
and Cronin (1994).This model – servperf based on the American
school. Researchers used this instrument as well as servqual to
measure and evaluate bsq regardless of the impact of culture. This
paper applied the same instrument (servperf) to evaluate the
bsq for three kinds of clients to record any differences that might
be found.

The questionnaire was personally administered on a sample size
of 67, and the paper was constructed on five dimensions: reliability,
responsiveness, assurance, tangibles and empathy which cover the 21
parameters/scale. The degree of perception of customers for the pa-
rameters is quantified by using a 5-point Likert scale (1 – strongly
disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – neutral, 4 – agree, and 5 – strongly agree).
However, the customer demographic information was included in
the questionnaire. Of the 67 clients surveyed, 62 responded, repre-
senting a response rate of 92.53.

data analysis and results
Demographic Profile of Respondents

Of the respondents, the majority were male customers (58.06).
Respondents who were in the age range 23–27 years (45.16) com-
prised the largest age group. In addition, themajority were full-time
employees (75.81). The majority of the respondents (62.90) had
bs (or more). In terms of their career, the most of the customers
were working in the business and financial sector (30.65). Con-
sidering their Marital status, the majority of respondents were sin-
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table 1 Dimensions

Tangibility 1 The Bank has a modern-looking equipment.

Tangibility 2 The Bank’s employees have nice appearance.

Tangibility 3 The has Bank visually attractive materials (statements or
passbook) associated with bank services.

Tangibility 4 The appearance of the physical facilities of the bank is in line
with the type of service provided.

Reliability 1 The bank performs what is promised in time.

Reliability 2 When you have problems, the bank is sympathetic and
reassuring.

Reliability 3 The bank performs the service correctly on the first time.

Reliability 4 The bank providing the service by the time promised.

Reliability 5 The bank keeps its records accurate.

Responsiveness 1 You receive a prompt service.

Responsiveness 2 Bank Employees are always ready to respond to customer
requests.

Responsiveness 3 Employees of the banks are always willing to help customers.

Responsiveness 4 Employees inform the customer exactly when the service will
be performed.

Assurance 1 Employees of the bank instil confidence in customers.

Assurance 2 You feel that you are safe when conducting transactions with
the bank’s employees.

Assurance 3 Employees of the bank are always courteous/polite.

Assurance 4 Employees have knowledge to answer the customer’s question.

Empathy 1 A bank considers your best interests.

Empathy 2 Employees of the bank give individual attention to customers.

Empathy 3 Operating hours are convenient to all customers.

Empathy 4 Employees of the bank give personal attention to customers.

Empathy 5 Employees of the bank understand the specific needs of their
customers.

gle (64.52). Finally we established that 46.77 of the respondents
came from the uae, 24.19 from Kuwait and 29.03 from ksa.

Discussion on Descriptive Statistics
TheOne-Way anova evaluation of the bank service that was made
by Saudi, Emirati and Kuwaiti clients revealed that there were sig-
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table 2 anova Analysis: Tangibility

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Tangibility  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Tangibility  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Tangibility  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Tangibility  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

notes Row headings are as follows: (a) between groups, (b) within groups, (c)
total. * p< 0.05.

table 3 anova Analysis: Reliability

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Reliability  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Reliability  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Reliability  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Continued on the next page

nificant differences in the evaluation of sq. According to table 2, two
items from tangibility dimension show significant differences, thus
we need to reject the hull hypothesis and to accept the alternative
hypothesis for tangibility 2 and tangibility 3. At the same time, we
need to accept the null hypothesis for tangibility 1 and tangibility 4.

The result of table 3 indicates that items no. 1 and 4 show signif-
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table 3 Continued from the previous page

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Reliability  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Reliability  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

notes Row headings are as follows: (a) between groups, (b) within groups, (c)
total. * p< 0.05.

table 4 anova Analysis: Responsiveness

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Responsiveness  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Responsiveness  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Responsiveness  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Responsiveness  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

notes Row headings are as follows: (a) between groups, (b) within groups, (c)
total. * p< 0.05.

icant differences. For this reason we reject the hull hypothesis and
accept the alternative hypothesis for reliability 1 and reliability 4.On
the other hand, null hypothesis is accepted for reliability 2, reliability
3 and reliability 5.

The results disclosed in the table 4 lead us to accept the alterna-
tive hypothesis for both, responsiveness 1 and responsiveness 3, and to
accept the null hypothesis for responsiveness 2 and responsiveness 4.

We concluded from table 5 that there is a significant difference
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table 5 anova Analysis: Assurance

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Assurance  (a) .  . . .*

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Assurance  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Assurance  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Assurance  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

notes Row headings are as follows: (a) between groups, (b) within groups, (c)
total. * p< 0.05.

for assurance 4, thus we reject the null hypothesis and accept the
alternative hypothesis, while we will accept the null hypothesis for
assurance 1, assurance 2 and assurance 3.

As hypothesized, we accept the null hypothesis for the empathy
dimension (table 6).

discussion
Based on the literature, there are three main notions related to the
measuring and evaluation of the qbs in different cultures.The first
team claims that culture has strong and explicit impact on qbs;
the second team claims that the impact of culture can be ignored
when the qbs need to be evaluated and/ormeasured; the third team
claims that similar cultures can be evaluated and/ormeasured using
the same scale.

According to the statistical analysis we concluded that there is
an opportunity to find differences in the customer evaluation even
for those customers who belong to similar cultures. Although we se-
lected very similar areas to apply the same instrument, we found
significant differences in some items formost dimensions.Our anal-
ysis leads us to accept that each dimension needs to be studied sep-
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table 6 anova Analysis: Empathy

Item Sum of sq. df Mean sq. F Sig.

Empathy  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Empathy  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Empathy  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Empathy  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

Empathy  (a) .  . . .

(b) .  .

(c) . 

notes Row headings are as follows: (a) between groups, (b) within groups, (c)
total. * p< 0.05.

arately; we concluded that one dimension might be partially under
the impact of culture.

As we found out that there were significant differences among
the three studies markets, the findings of this study confirm the
findings of Bhaskaran and Sukumaran (2007) as they concluded
that significant cultural differences could be found in organizations
which is owned and managed by individuals of one nationality.

By testing the means for the previous answers, we found a possi-
bility that culture canperformsignificant role in perceiving the bsq.
Tangibility 2, tangibility 3, reliability 1, reliability 4, responsiveness 1, re-
sponsiveness 3, and assurance 4were classified as items under the im-
pact of culture. We still do not know about the reason why culture
can partially affect a dimension.
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The Possibilities of Intercultural
Education in European Society

borut mikulec
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

This paper presents an analysis of theoretical ideas and models
that could serve as the basis of intercultural education in the cur-
rent European society. Initially, it presents the importance of in-
terculturalism for education that is based on research data from
Slovenia. Interculturalism is one of the most important educa-
tional initiatives in addressing the problem of inequality in edu-
cation. Further in the text, in the absence of a theoretical basis
of intercultural education, four possible theoretical models are
analysed and described: the global ethic model based on Hans Küng
project of Global Ethic; distance to the Other model based on Slavoj
Žižek’s research on violence; constitutional loyalty model based on
the theory of Jürgen Habermas; and recognition model based on
the theory of recognition.

Key Words: education, interculturalism, multiculturalism,
multiculturality

introduction
Previous research at both, national and international levels has
shown that modern plural societies are either multicultural or they
are becoming so. Multiculturality is an empirical fact, and the term
describes the reality of contemporary plural societies. Both, the-
oretical discussions and the social reality of Europe substantiate
these findings; however, the definition of a plural and multicultural
society is problematic.

In theoretical terms, the equitable social regulation of today’s
plural society is defined as a ‘clash’ between liberalism andmulticul-
turalism.These notions emphasize different factors and approaches
that seek to provide an answer to many problems, such as respect,
acceptance, and the integration of cultural differences into the so-
cial sphere (Kymlicka 2003; 2007; Raz 1994; Modood 2007; Parekh
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2000; Young 1990). These theoretical discussions are accompanied
by debates in the media and among political parties, as well as in
public statements by the most eminent European leaders, whose
opinions regarding multiculturalism and differences in Europe are
extremely negative. An example of this is the statement by the Ger-
man Chancellor Angela Merkel in October 2010, saying that the
‘multikulti’ has utterly failed in Germany – this strongly resonated in
most European countries. At the beginning of 2011, Merkel’s state-
ment was followed by similar remarks made by David Cameroon,
the British Prime Minister, and Nicolas Sarkozy, the then president
of the French Republic. However, what has really failed utterly, is
the emergence of parallel societies in Europe, which has led to the
social alienation of racially marked, lower class immigrants, who
are on the verge of society and face social exclusion. Therefore, the
experience of multiculturalism in Europe has never been one of in-
clusion. Instead, it has been characterized by exclusion (Kymlicka
2007), as reflected by the motto, It is about our country; you will love
it or otherwise get out of it (Žižek 2007).

In the context of recent social events in Europe and European-
Mediterranean region, it seems that the metaphor of a foreigner
who lives on the backs of others and threatens the lives and liveli-
hoods of the domestic population has re-emerged. This has been
manifested in the characters of theMuslim andGreek (i.e. the symbol
of the Mediterranean states) (Salecl 2004). It could be interpreted
that these images and the social conditions of Europe have rekin-
dled nationalist discourse and hate literature.

In this article, by using an analytical-interpretive research meth-
od, we shall discuss the importance of interculturalism for educa-
tion and society and focus on the analysis of possible models that
may serve as a theoretical basis of intercultural education. The arti-
cle shall discuss these issues in three different sections. In the first
section we shall present the importance of intercultural education
thatmay address the problem of inequality in education.This is pre-
sented on a basis of research data fromSlovenia considering the fact
that Slovenia is described as a multicultural society in which educa-
tion is recognized as amain driving force in establishing ‘a newmul-
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ticultural discourse’ (Klemenčič, Štremfel, and Rožman 2011, 199).
In the second section, four possible models of intercultural educa-
tion in literature – global ethic, distance to theOther, constitutional loy-
alty, and recognition – are presented, analysed and discussed from an
intercultural perspective.The third and the last section shall present
the main conclusions regarding intercultural education comprising
relevant issues for the European-Mediterranean region.

the meaning of intercultural education
Within the paper, multiculturality is defined as a both, a value-
neutral term describing a social reality (i.e., related to the migration
process and the ethnical heterogeneity within a given territory) and
a positive term (as a movement for changing hierarchical relations
betweenmajority andminority groups).The term interculturalism is
related to the understanding of cultural differences and similarities,
which ensures the co-existence of different cultures and in which
co-existence is an opportunity and not a problem (Skubic Ermenc
2003, 15–18). Both terms are described in a similar way in eu edu-
cational policy documents (Commission of the European Commu-
nities 2008; Council of Europe 2008). Interculturalism is expressed
as intercultural dialogue, which is understood as an ‘open and re-
spectful exchange of views between individuals and groups with
different ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic backgrounds and
heritage on the basis ofmutual understanding and respect’ (Council
of Europe 2008, 10). Interculturalism and intercultural dialogue are
therefore recognised as major tools for living together in a diverse
society as ‘equals in dignity’ (p. 10), which are as well present within
the European-Mediterranean region (Pavan 2009; Perini 2010).

The idea of interculturalism in education is important on many
levels. On the macro-level, it is one of the most important educa-
tional initiatives tackling the problem of inequality in education
(Gundara and Portera 2008), which reflects the unequal distribution
of goods and resources (economic equality), unequal status (sta-
tus equality), and inequality in decision-making (power equality)
(Lynch and Lodge 2002).

The micro level includes the following three aspects of intercul-
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turalism. The first one is the realization of interculturalism in the
regions withmixed nationalities. In Slovenia, three ethnicities have
a recognized minority status: Italian, Hungarian, and Roma. Their
rights are defined by the constitution and other legal provisions.
Only theHungarian and Italianminorities living in regions ofmixed
nationalities have the right to learn their mother tongue in school,
and the Roma people have a right to receive support in learning the
Slovene language as a second language. In addition to these recog-
nized ethnic groups, there are larger ethnic groups that stemmostly
from the territory of ex-Yugoslavia and do not enjoy any special
rights or legal protection1 (Kroflič 2011; Skubic Ermenc 2003).

Secondly, interculturalism involves all school and educational ac-
tivities (Mlinar 2007). Research conducted in Slovenia (Skubic Er-
menc 2007) found that primary school curricula do not include cur-
rent racial problems or ethnic discrimination, but instead present a
Europe-centric worldview. ‘It is as if our state aimed at teaching our
children to live in a single-cultural and monolith society, in which
persons belonging to other cultures have to assimilate if they wish
to be accepted and equal members of the society’ (p. 71). Hence, in
the absence of educational politics on the state level, learning about
respect for otherness and non-discrimination is left to the initiative
of individual teachers.

Thirdly, interculturalism is manifested in social movements that
have an educational-transformational potential (Hall et al. 2011;
Sandlin and Walther 2009). In social movements that aim to act
downwards against the existing system of oppression (e.g., against
the multicultural politics practiced by the multinational corpora-
tions that consider immigrants as ‘ideal’ workers in the global labour
market), it is important to consider the situation within different
social groups. Hence, the Invisible Workers of the World movement
was established in Slovenia, which aims to fight against the so-
cial exclusion of immigrants, marginalization, and the invisibility
of worker-immigrants (Medica 2012, 40–43). The social movement’s
message to educators is that educators are not a constituent base
of intercultural education but are activists and allies of oppressed
groups of children, adults, and communities (Sleeter 1996, 242).
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Mutual values and differences Rights and freedoms of individuals
and groups

Model of
global ethic

Model of
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Model of
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loyalty

Model of
recognition

f igure 1 Theoretical Models of Intercultural Education

However, despite the meaning attributed to interculturalism in
education, it should be noted that interculturalism has one basic
problem. Interculturalism itself never developed its own theoretical
basis beyond its humanistic tradition on which it could rely (Coulby
2006; Gundara and Portera 2008). We present four models from
the written sources against this background, which may serve as
a theoretical basis of intercultural education. These models are as
follows: global ethic, distance to the Other, constitutional loyalty, and
recognition.Themodels are discussed from an intercultural perspec-
tive, which Skubic Ermenc (2006) defined as a pedagogical principle
that promotes the following: the establishment of fair relationswith
others/ethnicities; perceiving the other as equivalent and not as de-
ficient; conducting pedagogical processes that are oriented to the
real success of minorities; and the development of common values
(p. 153).

potential theoretical models
of intercultural education

Theoretical models of intercultural education can be divided accord-
ing to their central approaches, that is, whether they accept the need
for common values or emphasize mutual differences, or whether
they present a way of comprehending the rights and freedoms of
individuals and social groups. These are illustrated in figure 1.

Global Ethic
In his work, Clash of Civilizations, Huntington (2005) provided a
thesis that culture and cultural identity define global models of
connecting and breaking-up after the World War i i. According to
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Huntington, culture, not economy or ideology, is the central driving
force of the world, because alliances between countries are based on
both, cultural closeness and cultural differences. Huntington thus
rejects the idea of a unified world society (universal world civiliza-
tion) based onmutual principles and the values of freedom, equality,
and human rights. In this respect, he replies to Fukuyama’s (1992)
thesis inThe End of History and the Last Man.2

According toHuntington (2005), the core problem is that there is
no ‘universal civilization’ with a universal culture,mutual values, be-
liefs, practices, and institutions. It is true that people in all societies
share certain defined mutual values (e.g. murder is wrong) and fun-
damental institutions (e.g. family) and a ‘minimal’ morality based
on fundamental concepts, such as right and wrong. However, this is
far from the idea of a mutual universal civilization. In his opinion,
this idea is a product of Western civilization, according to which it
has justified the domination ofWestern culture over other societies,
and of the need of other societies to imitate Western practices and
institutions (p. 78).

Where does Huntington find a solution to the scenario that he il-
lustrates in the clash of different cultures and civilizations?He finds
it in the abandonment of the universal principles of one civilization,
followed by the acceptance of differences and the search for mutual
values of all civilizations.The author emphasizes three rules, among
which the third rule refers to the idea that people in all civilizations
search for and try to spread values, institutions, and practices that
are common to people in different civilizations (pp. 406–411). In the
1990s, this rule was developed by the Swiss theologian Hans Küng
to further the Global Ethic project.

Thepurpose of theGlobal Ethic project is to realize a consensus of
mutual values and ethical norms for all people, irrespective of their
religious, ideological or national origins. The project’s goal is not to
achieve and discover new ethical norms, but to consider the values
that all people find in their own cultural traditions. In Declaration
Toward a Global Ethic Küng (2008) argues that there is a global ethic
in the sense that its principles can be accepted by people of different
ethical principles, whether they are religious or not. He believes that
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there is a fundamental agreement about binding values and moral
beliefs among different religions, which can serve as a basis for the
global ethic. He also underlines that the global ethic does not refer
to a global ideology, new religion, or the dominance of only one reli-
gion. Instead, it refers to a general agreement of values without the
presence ofwhich all communitieswould suffer the dangers of chaos
and dictatorship (pp. 6–8).

So what is global ethic? It is composed of two basic principles:
the first is the principle of humanity (all people, irrespective of their
sex, color, and economic status, should be treated humanely) and
the golden rule principle (do not do unto others what you do not
want others to do unto you). The second are four guidelines, which
demand that everyone is responsible for the following: a culture of
non-violence and respect for everyone’s life; a culture of solidarity
and a fair economic system; a culture of tolerance and real life; and
a culture of equality and partnership between men and women (pp.
191–192). The Slovenian philosopher Tine Hribar (2008) developed
a similar approach. According to Hribar, in all world religions, four
basic ancient values of humanity define the global ethic: the sanc-
tity of life; the veneration of the dead; the dignity of humanity; and
the golden rule (p. 290). Values as a common global denominator of
humanity are not subject of philosophical concepts, but they are a
universal heritage to all civilizations (the golden rule present in all
religions is a proof of this).The global ethic can be universal because
it is derived fromall parts of theworld. It is aminimal global denom-
inator of Europeans, Chinese, Indians, Muslims, and Americans, as
well as of Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Confucianism, Judaism,
and Christianity. Hence, the global ethic does not derive from an
intercultural dialogue but from the assumption of such a dialogue.

The question that arises is the following: Are not all these values
common to humanity already defined as the humans rights (United
Nations 1948)?Wemake two arguments against the adequacy of hu-
man rights with regard to the issue of intercultural education. The
first argument concerns legal process.The relations between individ-
uals can be addressed only on a formal level and not on a level of
interpersonal relations, as ethics is defined as responsibilities and
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obligations of one individual to another (Kroflič, Klarič, and Peček
Čuk 2009, 15; Medveš 2007, 13). The second argument concerns cul-
tural determinacy.Human rights often do not encompass various an-
thropological notions of humanity, which is evident from cultural
conflicts that arise because of different perspectives on basic val-
ues (Badiou 1996; Rorty 1996). Let us consider two examples: the
cultural conflict of the Muslims and the moral-political standards
of secular Europe, which prohibited wearing headscarves in France,
and the prohibition against publishing the Muhammad cartoons in
a Danish newspaper. In Europe, both symbols are usually perceived
as an attack on human rights. Wearing headscarves is interpreted
as a symbol of inferiority and evidence of gender inequality in Mus-
lim cultures. However, in some Muslim cultures, many women de-
cide to wear headscarves on their own initiative in order to protect
themselves from being perceived as sexual objects. The cartoons of
Muhammad published in a newspaper were perceived in Europe as
an encroachment on the freedomof expression,whereas in theMus-
lim countries these were considered insulting and viewed as hate
propaganda (Kroflič 2009a, 10).

These examples show that human rights can be exercised on dif-
ferent cultural levels and that even legal reasons expressed in the
examples reflect a conflicting nature of legal language, which cannot
be a basis for developing deeper intercultural relations. With regard
to a global ethic, even though this model is based on an affirmative
idea that embodies the principle of justice (Kant 1998; Rawls 1971)
and the principle of humanity, which appreciates the dignity of all
people, irrespective of their origin, we are still left with the question
of whether the global ethic could shed its religious nature, embrac-
ing atheists and people with other world views?

Distance to the Other
In the autumn of 2005, a significant number of public outbursts of
violence that were related to the issue of multiculturalism occurred
in French suburbs. A certain social group perceived itself excluded
from the French political and social sphere, although they lived in
France. According to Slavoj Žižek (2007, 73), the purpose of the riots
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was to draw public attention to their existence and to inform people
that although they were French citizens, they were not recognised
as such:

[T]he message of the riots was not the protesters’ idea that
the French republican universalism threatened their ethnical-
religious identity, but it was completely the opposite-that they
were not included in this universalism and theywere on the com-
pletely other side of the Wall, which separated the visible part
from the invisible republican sphere.

According to Žižek, the public reactions to the protests can be
divided into two groups.The first group represents the clash of civi-
lizations. Immigrants should not abuse the hospitality of the French
people, and as guests they should have respect for French culture;
there is no excuse for their violent behaviour and young immigrants
need discipline and hard work. The other group opposed the idea
of social programs and integration, because they deprive the young
immigrants of an economic and social future, which led them to or-
ganise violent protests. Žižek agrees with neither opinion because
according to him, both are equally bad. He seeks affirmation by ask-
ing the following question: Today, why are we witnesses to the fear
of presence of the Other? Is it a reaction to the decay of the protec-
tive symbolic walls by which others were kept at a distance in order
to protect us from the encroachment of the others (p. 54)?

The second wave of protests happened in the same year, but it
took place in Arabic countries. These protests were characterized
by huge, violent demonstrations that reacted to the offensive car-
toons of the prophet Muhammad, published in a Danish newspa-
per. Why did something that was published in a Danish newspaper
with a low circulation provoke violent reactions in distant Muslim
countries? It is not as if Denmark and Syria were neighboring coun-
tries. The reason is that the Other is an intruder and satisfies his
needs in another way (i.e. perceives himself in his own social prac-
tices and rituals), and this annoys us.His presence threatens ourway
of life, which may provoke us to act aggressively in order to elim-
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inate the disturbing intruder. Žižek therefore argues that we have
to supplement the attitude of mutual understanding with the atti-
tude of mutual avoidance by ‘keeping an appropriate distance, with
the new code of “discretion”’ (p. 55). According to Žižek, European
culture has already embedded distance from the Other in its social
structure. Hence, it is usual for me to ignore the Other although we
live together. When interacting with the Other, I apply certain ex-
ternally defined rules, without sharing their inner world: ‘[P]erhaps
the lesson to be learned is that a certain dose of alienation is defi-
nitely required for a peaceful co-existence of different living styles.
The alienation sometimes does not present a problem, but a solu-
tion’ (p. 55).

The Other is acceptable if his presence is not intrusive – in other
words, if he or she is not actually an African, Muslim, or Chinese
Other but is a good Other, just like us (comp. Badiou 1996, 23; Ga-
leotti 2009, 168; Habermas 2007, 13; Kymlicka 2005, 457). In this
context, tolerance gains another meaning. Tolerance of the Other
means that I should not get very close to the Other and interfere
with his or her personal space. Therefore, I keep the Other at a dis-
tance.

Žižek’s conclusion is that sometimes a dose of alienation is nec-
essary for the peaceful co-existence of different living styles and that
the distance within the ‘antinomy of the tolerant mind’ (Žižek 2007,
97) is a solution not a problem in the practical social context or in
educational practice. Certain examples should not be ignored. How-
ever, we do not think that the concept of distance to the Other could
serve as a basis for developing a broad intercultural educational pol-
icy. Instead of establishing ‘bridges,’ this concept leads to the estab-
lishment of parallel worlds and ‘separated lives.’

Constitutional Loyalty
Jürgen Habermas’s (2007) concept of constitutional loyalty begins
with an assumption that the constitution of a liberal democratic
state should be sufficient, which means that its legitimacy rests in
the cognitive assumptions that are independent from religious and
metaphysical traditions. The democratic constitution (the basis of
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fundamental rights) should legitimately fill the gap resulting from
the neutralization of the worldviews of national authorities. With
regard to the constitution, all individuals should respect each other
as equal members of the political community, despite dissenting
world views and religious beliefs. In a pluralist society with a liberal
constitution, tolerance is understood as the rational consideration
of the possibility of dissent in communication among believers and
unbelievers (pp. 79–81).

In Habermas’ view, the legal definition of the problem of toler-
ance requires a distinction between the things that should be toler-
ated and the things that should not be tolerated. The secular state
guarantees tolerance if it ensures that the global concept of plu-
ralism based on mutual respect is developed in the public sphere.
Whether the state respects the principle of neutrality and whether
the legal and judicial authorities in the state correctly institution-
alize tolerance, is evident in their reasons for excluding intolerant
behaviour. Numerous legally disputable examples in some countries
represent the idea of distinction between the practices and laws of
themajor religion and culture ononehand and the aspirations of the
religious minorities on the other hand. For example, the demands
of the religious minorities in Germany are made in the name of the
freedom of religion and can be divided into demands for equal or
special status (e.g. permission for Sikh people to wear turbans, for
Jewish people to be served kosher food, for Muslims to pray dur-
ing working hours) or demands for public services (e.g. learning the
mother tongue in public schools). In such cases, it is for the court to
decide (Habermas 2007, 200)

who should reconcile with the other’s ethic: Christian peasants
with the muezzin’s call to prayer? Domestic animal protection
organization with the ritual slaughtering of animals? Uncon-
fessional students or students of another religion with a head-
scarf of the Mohammad’s teacher? A Turkish parent with the
co-educational sports class of his daughter?

The freedom of religion puts the neutrality of the country’s
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democracy to the test. It is often endangered by the status of the
majority culture as it abuses its power to determine what is to be
defined as a binding political culture. The essence of cultural rights
is that they ensure the same access to the practices and rituals that
are essential for defining and maintaining the identity of a certain
community.

This is not to be understood as a cultural self-realization of the
communities within their own identity. It requires the integration
of the citizens within the frame of the political culture that is com-
mon to all (p. 202). The basic idea of constitutional loyalty should
serve as a solution to the dual problem of tolerance: constitutional
loyalty expects the ‘majority’ to be tolerant in matters permitted
by the constitution; at the same time, it expects the ‘minority’ to
abandon the cultural practices that do not comply with the consti-
tution. The regulations given in the organizational part of the con-
stitution (e.g. allocation of special rights to cultural minorities) and
multicultural practices for the protection of discriminated groups
(e.g. giving grant resources for linguistic programs and educational
curricula) are preventivemeasures against the exclusion ofminority
groups.

According to Anna Elisabetta Galeotti (2009), the limitation of
the model of constitutional loyalty is its ignorance of differences.
In the public sphere, the model frees individuals from their differ-
ences, giving equal political power to all citizens; however, it does
not treat citizens as separate individuals, and thus it denies the pub-
lic the importance of their identities. Because the principle of toler-
ance is already included in the constitutions of liberal democracies
and is translated into the system of rights, it is irrelevant to refer
to tolerance as to a definition of the individual’s choices with regard
to religious, moral, and esthetical values (pp. 24-33). In other words,
why does the chador present a problem in France and other liberal
democracies, when freedom of religion and freedom of expression
are already set forth in their constitutions? Is it possible to define
the ‘limit of the permitted’ precisely by the constitution or to de-
fine cultural independence logically within the legal discourse of the
constitution?
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Recognition
Recognition has become a key term. It is an ‘old’ concept in Hegel’s
philosophy and was revived by political theorists in order to concep-
tualise today’s battle with identity and difference. Hegel’s concept
of ‘struggling for recognition’ in the world of global capitalism, pro-
moting intercultural changes and pluralism of values, and political-
ising identities and differences has gained a new value (Fraser and
Honneth 2003).

In particular, the term ‘recognition’ relates to theHegelian (1998)
phenomenology of spirit. Recognition means an ideal relation be-
tween both subjects (master and servant), in which both see the
other as equal and separate from the other. This relation is essen-
tial for understanding subjectivity, because one becomes an indi-
vidual subject only by virtue of recognizing and being recognized
by the other. A Hegelian thesis lurks behind this model of recog-
nition, according to which social relations are prior to individuals
and inter-subjectivity is prior to subjectivity. Contrary to redistri-
bution (Rawls 1971), recognition is closer to ethics in that it pro-
motes substantive goals of self-realization, unlike morality which
promotes justice. It was because of neo-Hegelians, such as Charles
Taylor and Axel Honneth, that recognition became a central term
in social philosophy favoring ‘the politics of difference’ (Fraser and
Honneth 2003, 10).

The general assumption that social battles related to race, gen-
der, and sexuality are actually battles for recognition, has prevailed
for several decades. The thesis that all identities are worth being
recognized is based on this assumption, as each individual is worth
dignity (Bingham 2006, 235). The folk paradigm of recognition sees
injustice as the un-recognition of people, which is a denial of indi-
vidual dignity. The individual is not recognized in the larger com-
munity and the practices of inadequate recognition are applied to
them, creating a tendency to assimilation, invisibility, and malev-
olence. The politics of recognition looks forward to a world that is
keen on differences and where assimilation to the majority or the
dominant cultural norms is not necessary for gaining equal respect
(Fraser and Honneth 2003, 7).
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Today, the relevance of the theory of recognition is that it could
be used to supplement Rawls’ concept of distributive justice with re-
gard to social injustice. Moreover, it can theorize the concept of tol-
erance beyond its liberal definition (as a moral and social strength)
to the demand for public recognition of the collective identities of
marginalized social groups (Galeotti 2009, 24).

The concept of recognition is present in education as well. It
refers to three important areas in education: ethics, politics, and
epistemology (Kroflič 2010). Ethical theories relate to the demand
that the other should be treated and accepted just as he or she is
or will become. Political theories present the idea that the iden-
tity status of the individual in society should not be an obstacle to
achieving his or her social goods, and the individual should have
a possibility to realize his or her position and identity (e.g. immi-
grants and people with different sexual orientations) in the public
sphere. Epistemological theories consider themental horizon of the
other, which leads to the recognition of a deeper reality of the phe-
nomenon (p. 8).

Recognition on one hand can be seen as a political tendency to-
ward equal treatment of the individual’s social status, and on the
other hand as the ethical demand for recognition of the individual’s
identity, which is a necessary part of the optimal pedagogical rela-
tion.Three aspects are relevant for the process of recognitionwithin
the educational sphere: personal recognition of the student; accep-
tance and respect of the student as a socially and cognitively capable
being; and a mutual relation between the student and the teacher,
which is necessary for both, because the student needs the teacher
as the teacher needs the student for the recognition of professional
and personal identity (Kroflič 2009b, 115). These views are reflected
in practices of interculturalism at school.The task of teachers is nei-
ther to reduce the diversity nor to stand still and watch diversity
grow, but to ‘engage’ in a dialoguewith the students.Thepoint is not
to know about someone else’s culture, but to help construct an in-
dividual understanding of it. Immigrant children may discuss their
identities at home or with their friends; however, if they do not talk
about their identity at school, then it does not exist at school. When
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teachers only listen to discussions about a student’s identity (i.e. an-
other cultural identity) and do not speak to the issues of identity,
they deny an important part of that student’s identity. Thus, when
students present their culture to teachers, the latter should to reply
with their own cultural attitudes, while staying open to arguments
resulting from different cultural positions (Sidorkin 2002, 96).

The demand for recognition does not mean that a different life
style needs to be recognised, but it should be publicly accepted as a
part of ‘normal’ possibilities. These personalities should not be la-
belled with a collective identity and stigmatised by exclusion (e.g.
cultural difference, different sexual orientation, etc.). Recognition
requires the public visibility of differences and their positive real-
ization, the development of mutual roles, and intolerance of all be-
haviours that are humiliating to weak identities. In this regard, we
see the affirmation of recognition. It defines otherness as a demand
for the public recognition of the collective identities ofmarginalized
social groups, which is particularly reflected in intercultural educa-
tion.

conclusion
We defined intercultural education as one of the most important
educational initiatives to address the problem of inequality in edu-
cation.This initiative is presented on three levels. On the level of the
just distribution of goods, interculturalism is realised in the forms
of compensational programs, through the principle of equal starting
possibilities (redistribution). On the level of the just treatment of
the individual’s social status and the acknowledgement of the indi-
vidual’s identity (recognition), interculturalism promotes the equal
relation to other cultures and therefore equally addresses all par-
ticipants in education. On the level of equal representation in the
processes of decision-making (representation), interculturalism can
redistribute power by confronting power relations, such as when a
dominant group has the power to define inclusion and exclusion.

Regardless of the importance of the intercultural education, one
issue remains open for debate. Intercultural education has not de-
veloped a theoretical basis to which it can refer. Therefore, we de-
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scribed four possible theoretical models of intercultural education,
which are by no means the only possible ones, and discussed their
advantages and disadvantages.Themodel of a global ethic promotes
the development of common values by embracing the principles of
justice (the golden rule) and humanity (the Other as equal and not
deficient). However, the question of religious disposition remains
open. In contrast, the model of distance to the Other hinges on the
distance, alienation and non-interference with the Other’s space.
It is based on the opposite characteristics of interculturalism as a
pedagogical principle.Themodel of constitutional loyalty favors the
equal access to traditions andpractices by all citizens, overtaking the
principle of justice in compensational (linguistic) programs, while
denying the public recognition of the identities of others.The latter
is an aspiration of the recognition model; it promotes equal treat-
ment of other cultures, strives for the principle of humanity (dig-
nity), and addresses all participants in education.

In this sense we recognize intercultural education seeking to
combine the principle of justice with the principle of humanity or
constitutional loyalty with recognition model as a strong driving
force towards establishing European and European-Mediterranean
path of mutual understanding and respect of otherness; a way of
achieving European-Mediterranean community based on intercul-
tural dialogue and a society where we can ‘live together as equals in
dignity.’

notes
1 According to the census in 2002, the total population in Slovenia was 2
million: 12.3 of the population do not consider the Slovene language a
mother tongue. This percentage includes 2258 Italians, 6242 Hungarians,
3246 Roma people, 21,542 Bosniaks, 35,642 Croats, 10,467 Muslims, 38,964
Serbs and others (Kroflič 2011, 164).

2 The author discusses the end of history and the prevalence of the liberal
democracy as a universal form of governance.
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20 Years of the Barcelona Process
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The Barcelona Declaration, the Association Agreements between
the eu and the south Mediterranean countries, together with the
Union for the Mediterranean ‘Paris Declaration,’ constitute the
framework for cooperation policy development between the eu
and the southern Mediterranean countries. This paper intends to
highlight the milestones of such cooperation in Science and Inno-
vation, reviewing the existing instruments and programmes, ap-
praising the challenges and opportunities and proposing measures
for future actions. In conclusion, the author highlights the impor-
tance of developing the sense of co-ownership for the cooperation,
introducing structural and institutional reforms and building the
capacity of youth in the southern Mediterranean countries and
capitalizing on the value added of brain circulation. Two specific
cooperation initiatives were singled out: The Partnership for Re-
search and Innovation in the Mediterranean Area (prima) and
the Common Euro-Mediterranean Innovation Agenda.

Key Words: Euro-Mediterranean cooperation, partnership in
research and innovation, instruments and programmes, prima

The southern Mediterranean region,1 including Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Palestine, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria,
is a region of strategic importance to the eu. These countries also
referred to as the Mediterranean Partner countries (mpcs), con-
stitute Europe’s southern neighbourhood as defined by the Euro-
pean Neighbourhood Policy (enp). The mpcs face common soci-
etal challenges including, but not limited to, water and food secu-
rity, environment conservation and energy supplies, migration and
brain drain, social exclusion, unemployment of youth and political
instability. These challenges if not timely addressed will heighten
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the economic and political turmoil and may eventually lead to law-
lessness and violent conflicts, as witnessed in some of the worst af-
fected countries of the region. Such instability already affects Eu-
rope’s security whether from illegalmigration, flow of refugees from
conflict zones or through spill over of violence across theMediterra-
nean.

This notion is not new; actually the Europe 2020 strategy (Euro-
pean Commission 2010) regards cooperation with neighbourhood
countries on societal challenges as central to Europe’s efforts to
better help its own development policy. Many of these challenges
could be effectively addressed through joint Euro-Mediterranean
initiatives and actions utilizing Science, Technology and Innovation
(sti) to drive the economy and bring about inclusive and sustain-
able growth.

The launching of the Barcelona Process with its Declaration in
1995 created a scheme for Euro-Mediterranean cooperation and
partnership aiming at establishing an area of peace, stability and
prosperity. It proposed a framework to support dialogue among
cultures of the region, to disseminate a culture of human rights
and democratic citizenship and to promote economic development
along the southern rim of the Mediterranean, thus shaping the eu
policy toward the southernMediterranean Countries.This provided
the initial impetus for Euro-Mediterranean cooperation in Science,
Technology and Innovation (sti).

In 2003, the eu launched a new policy instrument, the European
Neighbourhood Policy (enp), which addressed through its finan-
cial instrument, the European Neighbourhood and Partnership In-
strument (enpi), cooperation with the neighbouring countries of
the eu in geographical areas. The Mediterranean countries repre-
sent the SouthernNeighbourhood area.Thiswas followedby signing
association agreements between the eu and the individual south-
ern Mediterranean countries, with underlying action plans serv-
ing as an implementation and follow-up tool. Signing the Associ-
ation agreements opened the door for the Mediterranean Partner
Countries (mpcs) to establish Science and Technology Cooperation
Agreements with the eu. To date, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt
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and Jordan, in addition to Israel and Turkey have concluded such
agreements.

TheUnion for theMediterranean (ufm) launched in Paris in July
of 2008 aimed at reinvigorating the partnership between the eu, As-
sociated countries and the southern Mediterranean countries. The
new process, being governed by a joint Presidency from the eu and
the mpcs, sets a practise of co-governance and co-decisionmaking.
Higher Education and Research were underlined as one of the six
priority areas of the ufm. This was accompanied by inaugurating
the Euro-Mediterranean University (emuni) hosted in Slovenia to
facilitate achieving a common Euro-Mediterranean area of Higher
Education and Research.

The Barcelona Declaration (1995), the Association Agreements,
together with the Union for the Mediterranean ‘Paris Declaration’
(‘Joint Declaration of the Paris Summit for the Mediterranean’
2008), constitute the framework of cooperation between the eu
and the mpcs, acting as reference points for the cooperation policy
development.

purpose of the paper
Today, 20 years after the initiation of the Barcelona process, with
many programmes, instruments and projects in place, it is time
to reflect critically on how this partnership has developed and de-
cide on how to proceed with a shared vision towards true Euro-
Mediterranean cooperation in sti. With the above in mind, this
paper intends to highlight the milestones of eu-mpcs coopera-
tion in sti, appraise its progress and propose measures for future
actions. As such, this paper could serve as a framework for policy
makers and a brief guide for practitioners.

policy framework
Themainstay of eu-mpc policy dialogue is the Group of SeniorOffi-
cials in Research and Innovation (eu-Med gso), formerly known as
Monitoring Committee for Euro-Mediterranean Cooperation in Re-
search and Innovation (moco). The gso was initially established
along the Barcelona process in 1995 and later, in 2008, it started to
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function as an instrument under the ufm. This committee, which
brings together representatives of Ministers of Research from 43
Euro-Med countries, is considered as the Euro-Mediterranean Se-
nior Officials Meeting (som) for Research and Innovation.

The gso has been regularly holding annual meetings from 1995
until present time. It has been instrumental in identifying chal-
lenges and proposing actions to enhance Euro-Med sti coopera-
tion. It has also played an important role in reviewing the course
and providing guidance for eu-funded sti cooperation projects,
in particular the regional coordination and support actions (InCo-
Nets). Under the ufm, it has also served as the body which endorses
r&i, projects for funding. Perhaps, itsmost significant task has been
assigned by the 1st Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial conference for
Higher Education and Research, which was held in Cairo in June
2007; the gso was mandated to review the progress of the imple-
mentation of the conference paper, ‘The Cairo Declaration.’

Another platform for Euro-Med policy dialogue is provided by
the eu-funded inco-Net projects, which coordination and support
actions (csa) under fp7. Besides serving as a platform for policy
dialogue and coordination, the InCo-Nets raise awareness and build
the capacity of research and innovation communities in the target
region (mpc) in order to enhance the engagement and participa-
tion of the different stakeholders in cooperation along the Frame-
work Programme. The mira (fp7 Mediterranean Research and In-
novation action, coordinated by csic in Spain from 2008–2012),
med-spring (fp7 Mediterranean Science Research and Innova-
tionGateway, coordinated by ciheam Bari in Italy from2012–2016)
and more recently merid (h2020 Middle East Research and In-
novation Dialogue, coordinated by emuni in Slovenia from 2015–
2018) represent successful examples of such projects.

In addition to the Bi-regional InCo-Nets, the fp7 has also funded
bilateral csa (bilats). These are calls targeting cooperation with
specific countries with which the eu has Science and technology
agreements (‘Agreement of Scientific and Technical Cooperation
between the European Community and the Kingdom of Morocco’
2004; ‘Agreement of Scientific and Technical Cooperation between
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the European Community and the Tunisian Republic’ 2004; ‘Agree-
ment of Scientific and Technical Cooperation between the European
Community and the Arab Republic of Egypt’ 2005).

the cairo declaration
The first and only meeting of the Euro-Mediterranean Ministers of
Higher Education and Research was held in Cairo, Egypt on June
18, 2007, under the title ‘Towards a Euro-Mediterranean Higher Ed-
ucation and Research Area.’ The conference was co-chaired by Ger-
many, representing the rotating Presidency of the Council of the
eu, and the host country, Egypt. Coming 12 years after the onset
of the Barcelona Process and endorsing a comprehensive paper, the
‘Cairo Declaration,’ this meeting represents a milestone in Euro-
Mediterranean cooperation in Higher Education and Research.

The Cairo Declaration (‘Towards a Euro-Mediterranean Higher
Education and Research Area’ 2007) represents an ambitious com-
prehensive document with a set of clear objectives and underlying
concrete deliverables for attaining those objectives. Stressing the
need to move toward the creation of an Euro-Mediterranean Re-
search and Innovation Area, the Declaration advocated moderniz-
ing the r&d policies and supporting institutional capacity building
in the mpcs. It also emphasized the need to enhance the partici-
pation of the mpcs in the eu’s Framework Programme of Research
and Innovation, while taking into account their particular needs and
themutual interest and benefit. Promoting Innovation in the mpcs
by enhancing exploitation of the Research outputs by society and
Industry, in addition to favouring mobility of researchers were also
underlined. There has not been another Ministerial meeting since,
therefore the Cairo Declaration continues to constitute themain re-
gional policy framework for cooperation in research.

In May 2011, addressing the on-going popular uprisings in the
Mediterranean, the eu issued a Joint Communication by the eu
External Action and the European Commission ‘A New Response to
a Changing Neighbourhood’ (European Commission 2011) stressing
the need for a new approach to strengthen the partnership between
the eu and the enp countries. The mpcs were offered a ‘Partner-
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ship forDemocracy and SharedProsperity.’This partnership focused
on three main pillars; democratic transformation, partnership with
the civil society and inclusive and sustainable growth. Working to-
wards the development of a ‘common knowledge and innovation
space’ (ckis) was underlined as a cooperation priority.

Amonth later, in June 2011 during the 15thmeeting of the Euro-
Mediterranean gso in Szeged, Hungary, under the co-presidency of
Egypt and France, the mpc representatives underlined their desire
to introduce co-ownership of eu-mpc actions in research and inno-
vationwith the underlying principles of demand-driven and impact-
driven cooperation based on co-decision making and co-funding of
joint actions of mutual interest and shared benefit.

The unfolding revolutionary events in the region appear to have
generated the requisite political interest and impetus to push the
regional research cooperation agenda forward. The European Com-
mission’s Directorate General for Research and Innovation orga-
nized in April 2012 an important conference with the key regional
stakeholders in order to further define ‘An Agenda for Renewed
Partnership.’ This event reinforced the ongoing discussions towards
developing a new support framework to enhance innovation at na-
tional and regional level in the Southern Mediterranean. Following
this event, Article 185 of the ‘Consolidated Version of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union’ (2012) was proposed as a
suitable instrument to tackle the global challenges of the Mediter-
ranean region in an integrated way. The Article 185 tfeu states: ‘In
implementing the multiannual framework programme, the Union
may make provision, in agreement with the Member States con-
cerned, for participation in research and development programmes
undertaken by several Member States, including participation in
the structures created for the execution of those programmes.’

At the margins of the Informal Competitiveness Council held
in June 2012 in Nicosia, several eu member states led by Italy an-
nounced an initiative to work towards an article 185 tfeu, launch-
ing the ‘Partnership in Research and Innovation in the Mediter-
ranean Area’ (prima). The prima initiative received a further en-
dorsement during two subsequent Competiveness Councils held un-
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der the Greek Presidency (May 2014 in Brussels) and the Italian
Presidency of the Council of the (December 2014 in Napoli). The
prima proposal is currently undergoing impact assessment by the
eu.

Following the decisions of the December 2013 meeting of the
eu-Mediterranean gso, a working group to define a Common Euro-
Mediterranean Innovation Agenda was established, chaired by Egypt.
The first draft of this agenda was presented in April 2014 in a work-
shop organized by the Commission in Brussels. The agenda was en-
dorsed by the subsequent eu-Med gso in September 2014. The
common Euro-Mediterranean Innovation agenda aims to:

• Unleash the innovative potential in the region in order to
make direct use of research and innovation for socio-econo-
mic development in the medium and long term;

• Address the vital needs of the region for funds and techni-
cal assistance in the sphere of innovation and commercial ex-
ploitation of research results;

• Initiate a suitable support framework to enhance innovation
at national and regional level in the Southern Mediterranean
in line with the Common Knowledge and Innovation Space
priority;

• Prioritise financing of innovative entrepreneurs, with a spe-
cial focus on youth and women;

• Support the establishment of multilateral partnerships with
ms, Southern Mediterranean countries, International Finan-
cial Institutions (ifis), private sector, civil society and other
stakeholders.

instruments & programmes
Thebackbone of eu-mpcs cooperation in Research is the eu Frame-
work Programme for Research and Innovation, fp7. Its launch coin-
cided with the signing of the s&t Agreements and furthering the
bilateral policy dialogue through the Joint Science and Technology
Cooperation Committees with several of the mpcs. In addition, the
mpcs participation in fp7 was facilitated by the InCo-Nets, mira
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Capacities 35
kbbe 15
Health 13

Environment 12
Energy 12

ssh 5
ict 4

nmp 2
Space 1

Transport 1
Security 0

f igure 1 mpcs participation in fp7 by theme (adapted from European
Commission 2014)

and med-spring, which played an important role in raising aware-
ness of Mediterranean research communities, building their capaci-
ties and suggesting topics for cooperation based on mutual interest
of eu ms and mpcs.

As of February 2014, about 580 institutions from the mpcs had
signed grant agreements within the fp7, working along more than
400 projects with a total eu contribution of around 60Million eur.
Figure 1 (European Commission 2014) shows that the majority of
the participation was in the sub-programme of Capacities, includ-
ing coordination and support actions. Within the Collaborative Re-
search sub-programme, 4 thematic areas stand out as themain areas
of cooperation, in order of participation they are, Food, Agriculture
& Biotechnology, Health, Energy and Environment including water.

The Euro-Mediterranean Industrial Cooperation Programme, man-
aged by Directorate General Enterprise in consultation with the
Working Party on Euro-Mediterranean Industrial Cooperation, is an
instrument created under the Barcelona Process and it is financed
by the provisions of the Bilateral Association Agreements and the
eni.

The Competiveness and Innovation Framework Program (cip) was
open to the participation of mpc along fp7 through the Entrepre-
neurship and Innovation Programme (eip). cip is currently part of
h2020.

The enpi Regional Indicative Programme for Euro-Mediterranean
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Partnership is the most important instrument for regional cooper-
ation. It was supported by a scheduled total funding of 343,3Million
Euro for the period 2007-2010, following the priorities defined in the
Barcelona Process, later redefined under the ufm in the Marseilles
summit of November 2008. Here, again, rtd is a high priority in
several actions, notably theMediterranean Strategy for Sustainable
Development, including the ‘Horizon 2020’ project aimed at decon-
taminating the Mediterranean Sea, the integration of the energy,
transport, ict and research markets. The funding earmarked for
the activities of sustainable development for the year 2009 was 69
Million Euro, and for 2010 was 47 Million Euro. This Programme is
the most important financial instrument for the eu-mpc regional
cooperation. The development of this enpi through the rdi pro-
grammes is providing a substantial input to the capacity building in
several mpcs.

enpi Cross-Border Cooperation (cbc) is based on earlier experi-
ences under ‘tacis’ and ‘Phare’ Programmes providing pre-acces-
sion support to Eastern European States, Interreg, providing fund-
ing for inter-regional cooperation in Europe and the meda Pro-
grammewhich was themain instrument implementing cooperation
measures with southern Mediterranean countries in the period of
1996–2006. The core policy objectives of cbc on the external bor-
ders of the Union are to support sustainable development along
both sides of the eu’s external borders, to help ameliorate differ-
ences in living standards across these borders, and to address the
challenges andopportunities followingon eu enlargement or other-
wise arising from the proximity between regions across our land and
sea borders. The enpi-cbc ‘Mediterranean Sea Basin Programme’
had a budget of 173 million Million Euro (enpi and med n. d.).

The Facility for Euro-Mediterranean Investment and Partnership
(femip)was created in 2002 and provides funding for private sector
development in theMediterranean region aimed at sustainable eco-
nomic growth. Tentatively, a capital of about 32Million Euro/year is
allocated to femip for technical assistance and risk capital. How-
ever, in the 2005 summit of Barcelona, aNeighbourhood Investment
Fund, built on the femip, was allocated 700 Million Euro (roughly
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100 Million Euro/year) to be used to lend to the enp, including the
mpc, acting as a leverage to multiply the financial engagement by
other actors, notably the ms (enpi and med n. d.).

TechnicalAssistance and InformationExchangeProgramme (taiex)
provides short-term technical assistance and advice on convergence
with eu legislation, best practices and standards and on related
administrative capacity needs, technical training and peer assis-
tance, as well as a data base and information network that facilitates
themonitoring of approximationmeasures. mpc partner countries
have taken up this demand-driven instrument, which is key in sup-
porting the transition and reform processes.

obstacles and recommendations
Thepolicy framework, instruments and programmes outlined above
demonstrate that a lot of consideration has been given to eu-
Mediterranean cooperation and partnership since the advent of the
Barcelona Process in 1995. Substantial progress has been achieved,
especially in participation in joint initiatives and projects. However,
the cooperation across the Mediterranean still suffers considerable
structural weaknesses and there are remaining obstacles in the face
of building the desired partnership.

The main obstacle for a structured scientific cooperation lies in
the lack of ‘symmetry’ between the cooperating systems. The coopera-
tion system is complex, and includes, besides the scientific capac-
ity andmutual interests, which are basic requirements, matching of
administrative and financial procedures. The main consequence of
non-compatible cooperating systems is a growing frustration and
demotivation of the partners.

The heavy and cumbersome administration of the European re-
search funds suffered by the European participants is even more
agonizing for Mediterranean participants. We are witnessing in
the recent years progressive retreat of excellent scientists from the
mpcs from the Framework Programme due to their incapability
to handle the administrative aspects of participating in eu-funded
projects. These scientists receive little or no administrative support
from their institutions. More must be done to improve the process
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of cooperation in its multiple dimensions: scientific, administrative
and financial.

The difficulty of establishing partnerships among asymmetrical
cooperating systems, with frequently uneven capacities, requires ef-
fective coordination and harmonisation between the cooperating part-
ners and instruments.This coordination is not only lacking between
the national systems across the Mediterranean, but is also inad-
equate between the bi-lateral and bi-regional cooperation instru-
ments, including still between the eu instruments themselves.
However, this does not preclude structural measures and institutional
reforms that the mpcs have to undertake in order to modernise
their sti governance and augment their absorption capacity of
funds. Another important factor, particularly emerging with the
recent popular revolts in the Mediterranean, is the sense of owner-
ship for the cooperation, particularly by the mpcs, which should be
further developed. The cooperation fields should be more demand-
driven and the instruments and programmes redesigned to bemore
impact-oriented. The impact should be perceived by the civil soci-
eties on both shores of the Mediterranean in order to attain that
sense of co-ownership and partnership.

A wider participatory approach based on co-decision making and
co-management of programmes/projects funds is needed. For this
to happen, co-funding of joint activities by the mpcs is essential
to develop this sense of ownership and determine the cooperation
areas and instruments that are both demand driven and impact ori-
ented. This is indeed the will of most, if not all, mpcs expressed in
several occasions from 2011 onwards.This also constitutes the basis
of the prima initiative, which many of the eu member states and
mpcs are proposing.

However, any initiative to be effective it has to address the dif-
ferent components of the research and innovation ecosystem in a
comprehensive and inclusive manner. Among others, the transition
towards a knowledge-based economy in mpcs requires:

• Establishing Institutional frameworks capable of swift man-
agement of the resources used for research and the efficient
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utilisation of knowledge and its transformation into business
ideas and supporting of entrepreneurship.

• Capacity building of the academic community to create, share
and use knowledge, with special emphasis on professional
training and promoting Doctorate Programs in high priority
areas dictated by the demands of the industrial and business
sectors.

• Investment in dynamic infrastructures, including informa-
tion infrastructures and systems, for the industrial and re-
search sectors.

• Setting up national research and innovation programs to cre-
ate synergies between the research and business sectors.

• Developing regional demand-driven innovation and entrepre-
neurship programmes that would engage the growing popu-
lation of youth in the mpcs.

conclusions and future perspectives
The popular uprisings in the south Mediterranean since January
2011 have driven the region in the throes of major political, eco-
nomic and societal transformations, the results of which are yet to
be witnessed. Democracy and citizens’ empowerment; viable eco-
nomic, trade and employment models; sustainable social inclusion
and education and research policies are emerging as fundamental
areas of transformation in the region.

Meanwhile, the major critical challenges facing the Euro-Medi-
terranean region, including the refugees’ crisis and the recent surge
in fundamentalism and terrorism, urgently necessitate rethinking
the eu’s strategy towards its southern neighbours. However, the
time might not be better. The occasion of the 20th anniversary of
the Barcelona Process and the on going review of the enp provide
an opportunity to reorganise the eu-Mediterranean and the ufm’s
cooperation strategy to address such dynamic transformations and
critical challenges.

Education, Research and Innovation should be at theheart of this
strategy. This is vital not only to pursue a sustainable development
agenda in the mpcs, based on the principles of the knowledge econ-
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omy, but also to capitalise on science diplomacy, which is a source of
Europe’s soft power, as an effective tool and a sound catalyst for the
desired cooperation areas. The perception of citizens regarding the
benefits of science, its universal nature, and its detachment from
ideological, socio-political or religious conflicts, empowers its role as
a valuable cooperation strategy. Furthermore, fostering the societies’
knowledge, educating its youth and building its innovation capacity will,
on the long term, bring about the desired democratic transformation and
inclusive economic growth, which will in turn combat extremist ideolo-
gies and violence.

Considering the fact that youth comprises about half of the pop-
ulation in the Southern Mediterranean and their important role as
catalysts for development and change, empowering youthprovides a
unique opportunity to constructively build the region’s future. Spe-
cific actions directed to building the capacity of youth should be an
integral part of any eu strategy for the South-Mediterranean, not
only to limit illegal migration, but more importantly to encourage
the value-added of brain circulation and avoid those young individu-
als falling victims to extremist ideologies.

On a final note, the prima initiative utilizing article 185 of the
tfeu and The Common Euro-Mediterranean Innovation Agenda
are the result of a lengthy and vigorous process of high-level policy
dialogue and hard work, in which the mpcs developed a sense of
co-ownership and co-decision making. It is of utmost importance
that these initiatives are supported for implementation within a
comprehensive strategy for eu-Mediterranean cooperation based
on the principles of co-ownership, co-responsibility with co-funding
of impact-driven actions of mutual interest and shared benefit.

notes
1 For the purpose of this paper the SouthMediterranean region includes the
enp countries in the South. However, it should be noted that Israel was
associated to fp7 and is associated to Horizon 2020, making its situation
completely different from the one of the other countries not associated
to the Framework Programme, therefore it is not covered by the paper.
Similarly, Turkey, is not covered as one of the mpcs, since it is a Candidate
to eu membership – and is also associated to Framework Programme.
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Interview with Carlos Moedas,
European Commissioner for Research,
Science and Innovation

carlos moedas
European Commission, Belgium

In what kind of common projects, programs and actions does the Com-
mission see the highest potential for the development of research and in-
novation in the Euro-Mediterranean area?

This year we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Euro-Mediterra-
nean cooperation, formally launched with the Barcelona Process in
1995. During these 20 years, research and innovation priorities on
both shores of the Mediterranean have been coming closer. Numer-
ous bilateral and bi-regional common initiatives have taken place,
and we have seen a shift towards a mature research and innova-
tion partnership based on co-ownership, shared interest andmutual
benefit.

TheEuropeanCommission andparticularly itsDirectorate-Gene-
ral for Research and Innovation have always been very supportive
of this process. We have devoted a great deal of resources in support
of this cooperation, channelled mainly through the eu’s framework
programmes.

Wehold reinforced bilateral dialogues based on Science andTech-
nology Agreements with a number of countries from the South-
ern Mediterranean – Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, Jordan and Algeria.
Israel is an associated country to the eu framework programme
and we are currently holding negotiations with Tunisia for its as-
sociation to the programme. The bilateral dialogues serve as plat-
forms for regular exchange on research and innovation policy, pro-
motion of the research and innovation cooperation, and elabora-
tion of joint medium and long-term priorities. These bilateral dia-
logues contribute also to the bi-regional Euro-Mediterranean coop-
eration in research and innovation, institutionalized in 1995, when
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in the context of the Barcelona process, a Euro-Mediterranean Com-
mittee in Research and Technological Development (MoCo) was es-
tablished – recently renamed Euro-Mediterranean Group of Senior
Officials in Research and Innovation (eu-Med gso). The eu-Med
gso plays a central role in monitoring and stimulating the Euro-
Mediterranean cooperation in research and innovation.

The eu-Med gso has supported two landmark Euro-Mediter-
ranean bi-regional initiatives in Research and Innovation – the
Partnership in research and innovation in the Mediterranean Area
(prima) and the establishment of a Common Euro-Mediterranean
Innovation Agenda.

Work is currently on-going in the European Commission in sup-
port of these two ambitious initiatives which will mark even further
integration and alignment of the joint Euro-Mediterranean actions
in research and innovation.

It is worth noting that prima willmobilise joint research on two
of the most urgent challenges to the Euro-Mediterranean area: the
efficiency and sustainability of foodproduction andwater provision.
The initiative paves the way towards a joint programme on the ba-
sis of Article 185 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, aimed at improving the cooperation in research and inno-
vation in the Mediterranean Area and creating a stable long-term
and sustainable framework based on mutual benefit, co-ownership,
co-decision, and co-financing.

A recent proof of the strong commitment for joint efforts and
co-ownership of the countries has been also the joint research and
innovation call, launched under the bi-regional Euro-Mediterranean
platform – eranetmed, which resulted in mobilizing around €13
million from 14 countries on both shores of the Mediterranean.

All these initiatives show the great potential of the Euro-Med-
iterranean research and innovation cooperation and we will con-
tinue to support it through various actions. Let’s also recall that the
eu’s Horizon 2020, the world’s largest research and innovation pro-
gramme, is open for participation to the Southern Mediterranean
researchers and innovators. In addition they are eligible for auto-
matic funding.
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How are for example joint research and innovation programmes sup-
ported by the eu?
eu supports joint research and innovation programmes through
several instruments. First, it is the Public to Public Partnerships
(p2ps) which aim at aligning national strategies and overcoming
fragmentation of public research efforts. Second, the era-net in-
strumentwhich is designed to support public-public partnerships in
their preparation, establishment of networking structures, design,
implementation and coordination of joint activities as well as top-
ping up of single joint calls and of actions of a transnational nature.
And third, Article 185 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the Euro-
pean Union (tfeu) enables the eu to participate in research pro-
grammes undertaken jointly by several Member States and Joint
Programming Initiatives. This is a structured and strategic process
wherebyMember States agree, on a voluntary basis and in a partner-
ship approach, on commonvisions and strategic research agendas to
address major societal challenges.

Where does the Commission see the biggest obstacles to creating a Com-
mon Knowledge and Innovation Space (ckis) with the Southern Medi-
terranean?
The Common Knowledge and Innovation Space between eu and its
neighbours has been outlined as a priority of the European Neigh-
bourhood Policy (enp) after the turbulent events in the Southern
Mediterranean in 2011. I believe that research, science and inno-
vation will occupy even more central role in the on-going revision
of the enp. This common space is meant to cover policy dialogue,
national and regional capacity-building, cooperation in research
and innovation, increased mobility opportunities for students, re-
searchers and academics throughout the region and externally.

The challenging political, economic and security situation in the
Southern Mediterranean is certainly among the biggest obstacles
to any long-term initiative. But I am an optimist and believe we
should continue joining forces with our partners in finding sustain-
able, knowledge-based solutions to the problems of the region –
which in fact are shared problems. We can no longer address alone
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cross-border challenges such as migration, radicalization, food, wa-
ter and energy security, environment and climate change.Therefore,
it is in eu’s utmost interest to support the SouthernMediterranean
countries’ policy shift from short-term economic reforms towards
knowledge-based sustainable job creation and human capital devel-
opment.

Certainly, the efforts on the eu side should be complemented
by efforts on behalf of our South Mediterranean partners. They
need to adapt and strengthen their research, science and innova-
tion ecosystems in order to benefit fully from existing opportuni-
ties. At present, scientific, technological and innovation capacities
ofmost SouthernMediterranean countries remainmodest, so there
is a need for publicly and privately supported schemes for research
and innovation.

Some of the specific challenges to research and innovation in the
South Mediterranean include low availability of funding; outdated
or non-existent regulation and procedures; public procurement; col-
laboration across the region (South-South); lack of standardization
and value-based quality criteria for both processes and outcome of
product development; and costly or non-existent patent procedures.
Progress in adapting and developing the research and innovation
instruments has been hampered by the absence of monitoring and
evaluation of these instruments in a coherent manner, and a lack
of sufficient good practices exchange between institutions or across
countries.

Despite these challenges, a wide range of research and innova-
tion instruments has been tested in practically all countries, most
of which focus on networking, start-ups, incubators, technological
poles and industrial clusters. These instruments reflect the need to
expand the focus towards more applied research.

Where does the Commission see the highest potential for emuni’s con-
tribution to development of research and innovation in the Euro-Medi-
terranean area?

emuni is an important actor in the Euro-Mediterranean coopera-
tion enabling the most essential but sometimes challenging bridge
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between different cultures, religions and mentalities. With its big
network of universities from the eu and the broader Southern
Mediterranean region, various initiatives and recently opened Cen-
tre for Arab, Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies, it could play a key
role in narrowing the biggest gap we face today – that between our
societies. It has a central role to play also in engaging youth, foster-
ing a culture of tolerance, understanding and a common sense of
belonging.

I would like to stress that we can and should grasp all opportu-
nities to engage the young generation, both of the eu and in the
Southern Mediterranean region, building on the highly-educated
researchers and innovators as well as providing opportunities for
structural partnerships of mutual interest, including joint ma or
phd programmes, twinning, fostering transnational innovation
and entrepreneurship and mutually beneficial research and busi-
ness networks.

All these actions could foster brain circulation, create an enlarged
area of scientific and technological excellence, prevent brain drain
and contribute to counteracting radicalization by opening minds
and providing concrete prospects for development.

The high innovation potential in the Southern Mediterranean,
particularly among creative youth, needs to be guided and further
developed. This youth potential contrasts with Europe’s aging pop-
ulation. It represents untapped potential for cooperation and com-
plementarity and demonstrates the viability of such principles as
common interest and shared benefit.

emuni is also coordinating a valuable science diplomacy plat-
form funded by Horizon 2020, the Middle East Research and Inno-
vationDialogue (merid). It targets the eu-Middle East cooperation
in research and innovation and is an example of science diplomacy
in practice, involving partners from the eu Member States in ad-
dition to Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine as well as Iran and
Iraq. By engaging scientists, civil society and policy makers in ef-
fective dialogue and common activities, it acts as a bridge between
science, society and policy. Its ultimate goal is to employ research,
science and innovation as channels for nourishing a culture of coop-
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eration, conflict prevention and transformation. We are looking at
merid as an important contributor in facilitating the eu-Middle
East strategic partnership in research, science and innovation and
promoting science diplomacy.

In which policy areas does the Commission expect the Euro-Mediterra-
nean research community to contribute the most with its research activ-
ities and subsequent policy recommendations to the eu?

TheEuro-Mediterranean research community is an active and indis-
pensable stakeholder in the broader Euro-Mediterranean coopera-
tion. Given our geographical proximity and interdependence both
shores of the Mediterranean face many common challenges. Some
of them have a strong scientific and technological dimension, such
as food,water and energy security, environment and climate change,
or health. Others need amore concerted research effort on behalf of
our social scientists, such as migration, brain drain, radicalization,
lack of job security and citizens’ participation in political, social and
economic development. Research, science and innovation are key to
addressing these challenges sustainably and providing cross-border
solutions.

I have already mentioned a forward-looking initiative, the Part-
nership in Research and Innovation in the Mediterranean Area
(prima). The initiative has been elaborated jointly by several eu
Member States and South Mediterranean countries with the objec-
tive of integrating national research programmes. It is aimed at mo-
bilizing joint research efforts on two of the most urgent challenges
the Euro-Mediterranean area faces – efficiency and sustainability
of food production and water provision. This initiative will have an
impact well beyond research and innovation due to its strong socio-
economic relevance.

How does the European Commission see the potential of science diplo-
macy to contribute to the development of research and innovation in the
Euro-Mediterranean area? Please refer to the following two sub ques-
tions:

Looking at science diplomacy as an instrument of the eu external action
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and as an instrument of the eu member states’ foreign policies, howdoes
the Commission contribute to the consistency of eu external action im-
plementation in this matter (within the competences it has of course)?

Science diplomacy is not new in the eu context and there have been
already a few prominent science diplomacy examples. However it is
still an emerging concept and we are working to consolidate it in a
dedicated eu strategy or policy.

As an instrument of ’smart, soft power’ and amechanism for im-
proving relations with key countries and regions around the world,
science diplomacy is a key tool of eu’s external action. It uses the sci-
entific values of rationality, transparency and universality to foster
common understanding, build trust, and promote cooperation be-
tween people regardless of their cultural, national or religious back-
grounds. It provides the eu with additional communication chan-
nels and new directions, particularly in stalemate situations and re-
lations where few other mechanisms are feasible as well as on sen-
sitive bilateral and multilateral issues.

Many of our on-going international research and innovation ac-
tivities could be considered through the science diplomacy view-
point, but as an instrument of eu external action, science diplo-
macy remains largely untapped.That is why I havemade it one ofmy
mandate’s priorities to promote science diplomacy further through
on-going and new actions.

Let’s not forget that science diplomacy played an important role
for building today’s Europe, including through initiatives such as the
establishment of the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(cern), which not only aims to solve the greatest mysteries of the
universe but has become amodel for combining scientific excellence
with science diplomacy.

Looking at science diplomacy as a field of international politics, how does
the Commission see the potential of progress in this field contributing to
improvement of other fields of cooperation in the Europe-Mediterranean
area?

Science diplomacy can be highly instrumental in the eu – South-
ern Mediterranean cooperation as its most explicit ’test’ is when it
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brings together people in areas of tensions to jointly address shared
challenges. It has a particular added value in conflict areas and com-
plex security environments. The universal language of science can
open channels of communication and build trust where few other
mechanisms are feasible.

It can also provide space for sharing knowledge and experience
on issues such as conflict prevention, crisis management, and soci-
etal and human dimensions of security. It can contribute to improv-
ing relations between countries when formal political relationships
areweak or non-existing, e.g. in protracted conflicts in complexmul-
ticultural and multi-confessional environments such as the Middle
East.

In this sense, science diplomacy can make an important contri-
bution to stability in the Southern Mediterranean. Science educa-
tion can provide a counter narrative to violent extremism and youth
radicalisation. Investing in human capital development in the re-
gion helps us address the root causes of migration. Strengthening
the cooperation with the Southern Mediterranean countries’ dias-
pora and highly qualified migrants in the eu and promoting ‘brain
circulation’ programmeswill help usmake sure that both the eu and
the countries of origin benefit from expatriated talent. Creating an
enlarged area of scientific and technological excellence – preventing
intellectual migration – creates economic stability that gives young
people the space they need to dream, aspire and develop. Stability
that brings hope and security. Seeking to implement the eu scien-
tific visa (especially for the SouthernMediterranean researchers and
scientists participating in eu funded projects and activities) will be
a key step in this regard. We are also looking at possible measures to
address the needs of the Syrian academic refugees.

Among the instruments of science diplomacy, international re-
search infrastructures are among the most visible and lasting ones.
The sesame research and technology centre in Jordan is a prime
example.

sesame is a unique international endeavour, inspired by cern
and launched in 2004 under the auspices of unesco with the aim
of using science diplomacy in fostering prosperity and a culture of
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peace and cooperation in the Broader Middle East. Its members in-
clude Bahrain, Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Israel, Jordan, Pakistan, Pales-
tine and Turkey. Major and emerging global actors active in the re-
gion enjoy observer status in the project (usa, Russia, China, Brazil
and others) as well as several eu Member States. eu is a major con-
tributor and supporter of this flagship science diplomacy initiative
(more than €12 million so far through various eu instruments, in-
cluding the eu framework programmes).

In addition, sesame is expected to have a broad socio-economic
impact in the region as it can be used for awide range of applications
from the imaging of diseases, designing of pharmaceuticals, and so-
lar cell enhancements, to CO2 capture and assessing archaeological
artefacts. In this sense, sesame can make a valuable contribution
to investment, employment and local businesses. Evenmore impor-
tantly, it can help to build a modern-day commonwealth of scholars
for whom political and religious barriers would be irrelevant.

The eu research and innovation programme Horizon 2020 sup-
ports also several multilateral projects such as the Middle East Re-
search and Innovation Dialogue project (merid) which I already
mentioned. Horizon 2020 as well as its predecessor, the Seventh
framework programme (fp7), have also funded several research and
innovation projects, where Israelis and Palestinians worked jointly
to find common solutions to shared challenges in the spheres of en-
ergy, climate change, security and social sciences and humanities.

This paper is published under the terms of the Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (cc by-nc-nd 4.0)
License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Le rôle de la pression réglementaire des fonds propres
bancaires et les décisions risquées
alessandra tanda

Réglementation du fonds propres représente le cœur de la réglementa-
tion prudentielle dans le secteur bancaire. Malgré l’objectif des régula-
teurs d’avoir un secteur bancaire plus assuré et plus robuste, les effets de
la réglementation du fonds propres bancaire et les décisions risquées pa-
raître ambiguës. L’article port l’analyse du rapport entre le capital et les
fluctuations du risque, ainsi que l’effet de la pression réglementaire d’une
proportion des banques européennes durant la période entre 2006–2010,
qui a marqué le début de la dernière crise financière. Les résultats sou-
lignent que les banques ont la tendance à adopter un comportement dif-
férent selon le ratio du fonds considéré, en soutenant ce qu’on appelle
l’hypothèse du gamble for resurrection. Les preuves d’analyse reconsi-
dèrent le cadre réglementaire, en particulier en référence aux fonds propres
plus élevées et plus strictes.

Mots clés : banque, les fonds propres, le risque, la réglementation, Niveau 1
ijems 8 (1): 5–23

Est-ce que les clients arabes qui appartiennent aux marchés
similaires varient dans l’évaluation de la qualité des services
bancaires ?
mustafa w. nourallah

Le but principal de cet article est d’étudier l’évaluation des clients qui ap-
partiennent aux trois marchés similaires, visant à trouver des différences
importantes entre les trois types de réponses. La qualité du service est
mesurée en utilisant une échelle présente dans la littérature, ainsi serv-
perf a été choisi pour évaluer trois types de réponses. Les clients de
cette étude proviennent de trois marchés similaires : le Royaume d’Ara-
bie Saoudite, les Emirats Arabes Unis et le Koweït. spss a été utilisé pour
analyser les données ainsi que anova unidirectionnelle été appliqué
pour étudier les différences entre les groupes. Les résultats ont montré
qu’il y avait des différences notables entre les trois groupes. En outre, les
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résultats indiquent qu’à l’exception d’empathie, les autres quatre dimen-
sions sont partiellement différentes.

Mots clés : la qualité du service, la qualité du service bancaire, le monde
Arabe, la culture
ijems 8 (1): 25–41

Les possibilités de l’éducation interculturelle
dans la sociétéeuropéenne
borut mikulec

Cet article présente l’analyse des idées et des modèles théoriques qui pour-
raient servir comme une base d’éducation interculturelle dans la société
européenne actuelle. Initialement, l’article présente l’importance de l’in-
terculturalisme dans l’éducation sur les données de recherche portant sur
la Slovénie. L’interculturalisme est une des initiatives éducatives les plus
importants dans la lutte contre le problème de l’inégalité dans l’éduca-
tion. En l’absence d’une base théorique de l’éducation interculturelle, il y
a plus loin dans le texte quatre modèles théoriques possibles : le modèle
éthique globale fondée sur le projet Hans Küng d’éthique globale ; dis-
tance à l’Autre modèle basé sur la violence de Slavoj Žižek ; modèle de la
loyauté constitutionnelle basée sur la théorie de Jürgen Habermas ; et le
modèle de reconnaissance base sur la théorie de la reconnaissance.

Mots clés : l’éducation, l’interculturalisme, le multiculturalisme, la multi-
culturalité
ijems 8 (1): 43–61

La coopération Euro-méditerranéen en science et innovation :
20 ans après le processus de Barcelone
abdelhamid el-zoheiry

L’encadrement du développement de la politique coopérative entre l’ue
et les pays sud-méditerranéens est constitué de la Déclaration de Barce-
lone, les accords d’association entre l’ue et les pays sud-méditerranéens
en collaboration avec l’Union pour la Méditerranée et sa Déclaration de
Paris. Cet article vise à souligner les étapes clés de cette coopération en
science et innovation, ainsi que examiner les instruments et programmes
existants, évaluer les défis et les opportunités et proposer des mesures
pour les actions futures. En conclusion, l’auteur souligne l’importance de
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développer le sens de la copropriété pour la coopération, ainsi que l’intro-
duction des réformes structurelles et institutionnelles et le renforcement
de capacité de la jeunesse dans les pays sud-méditerranéens et bénéficier
de la valeur ajoutée de la circulation des cerveaux. Il y a deux initiatives
de coopération spécifiques qui ont été désignés dans l’article ; Le Parte-
nariat pour la recherche et l’innovation dans la région méditerranéenne
(prima) et le Programme d’innovation commune euro-méditerranéenne.

Mots clés : La coopération euro-méditerranéenne, le partenariat dans la
recherche et l’innovation, les instruments et les programmes, prima
ijems 8 (1): 63–76
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Vloga regulatornega pritiska v bančnem kapitalu
in tveganih odločitvah
alessandra tanda

Kapitalska regulacija predstavlja bistvo previdnostne regulacije v bančni-
štvu. Kljub temu, da regulatorji stremijo k varnejši in stabilnejši indu-
striji, se učinki kapitalskih regulatorjev na bančni kapital in tvegane od-
ločitve zdijo nejasni. Članek analizira odnos med kapitalom in spremem-
bami tveganja in vplivom regulatornega pritiska na določene evropske
banke med letoma 2006 in 2010, ki zajema začetek zadnje finančne krize.
Rezultati kažejo, da banke težijo k sprejemanju različnega obnašanja, od-
visno od kapitalskega razmerja, ki je v igri, kar podpira t. i. hipotezo gam-
ble for resurrection. Dokazi podpirajo idejo o ponovnem razmisleku o re-
gulatornih okvirjih, še posebej glede višjih in strožjih kapitalskih zahtev.

Ključne besede: banka, kapital, tveganje, regulacija, Tier 1
ijems 8 (1): 5–23

Ali se arabski potrošniki, ki pripadajo istemu trgu, razlikujejo
v ocenjevanju kakovosti bančnih storitev?
mustafa w. nourallah

Glavni namen članka je preučiti potrošnikove ocene s treh podobnih tr-
gov s ciljem najti pomembne razlike med tremi tipi odgovorov. Kakovost
storitev je bila merjena z uporabo obstoječe lestvice iz literature, zato je
bil za ocenjevanje treh tipov odgovorv izbran servperf. Stranke te štu-
dije so prihajali s treh podobnih trgov: Kraljevine Savdove Arabije, Zdru-
ženih arabskih emiratov in Kuvajta. Za obdelavo podatkov je bil upora-
bljen program spss, medtem ko je bil za preučevanje razlik med skupi-
nami uporabljen program anova. Izsledki so pokazali, da so bile med
tremim skupinami pomembne razlike. Prav tako so rezultati pokazali
delne razlike pri vseh štirih razsežnostih, razen pri empatiji.

Ključne besede: kakovost storitev, kakovost bančnih storitev, arabski svet,
kultura
ijems 8 (1): 25–41
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Možnosti medkulturnega izobraževanja v evropski družbi
borut mikulec

Članek predstavlja analizo teoretskih idej in modelov, ki bi lahko služili
kot osnova za medkulturno izobraževanje v trenutni evropski družbi.
Najprej predstavi pomembnost interkulturalizma za izobraževanje, ki te-
melji na raziskovalnih podatkih iz Slovenije. Interkulturalizem je eden
najpomembnejših izobraževalnih pobud pri naslavljanju težav z neena-
kostjo v izobraževanju. V nadaljevanju so ob odsotnosti teoretske osnove
medkulturnega izobraževanja analizirani in opisani štirje mogoči teoret-
ski modeli: globalni etični model, ki temelji na projektu Hansa Künga o
globalni etiki; odmik od drugega modela, temelječ na raziskavi Slavoja
Žižka o nasilju; model ustavne lojalnosti, temelječ na teoriji Jürgna Ha-
bermasa; in model prepoznavanja, temelječ na teoriji prepoznavanja.

Ključne besede: izobraževanje, interkulturalizem, multikulturalizem, mul-
tikulturalnost
ijems 8 (1): 43–61

Evro-sredozemsko sodelovanje na področju znanosti
in inovacij: 20 let barcelonskega procesa
abdelhamid el-zoheiry

Barcelonska deklaracija in pridružitveni sporazum med eu in državami
južnega Sredozemlja, skupaj s pariško deklaracijo Unije za Sredozemlje,
oblikujejo okvir za razvoj politike sodelovanja med eu in državami juž-
nega Sredozemlja. Članek je namenjen osvetlitvi mejnikov tovrstnega so-
delovanja na področju znanosti in inovacij, ter nudi pregled obstoječih
instrumentov in programov, ovrednoti izzive in priložnosti ter predlaga
ukrepe za bodoče delovanje. V zaključku avtor poudari pomembnost obli-
kovanja občutka skupne odgovornosti za sodelovanje, uvajanja struktur-
nih in institucionalnih reform in izgrajevanja zmogljivosti mladih v drža-
vah južnega Sredozemlja ter poudarjanja dodane vrednosti t. i. kroženja
možganov. Izpostavljeni sta dve posebni pobudi sodelovanja: Partnerstvo
za raziskave in inovacije v Sredozemskem prostoru (prima) in Skupni
evro-sredozemski inovacijski program.

Ključne besede: Evro-sredozemsko sodelovanje, partnerstvo na področju
raziskav in inovacij, instrumenti in programi, prima
ijems 8 (1): 63–76
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Current and Future Events
in the Euro-Mediterranean Area

} Legal Theory and Legal Philosophy
Organiser: Graduate School of Government and European Studies
Type of event: International conference
Date:November, 2015 Venue: Ljubljana, Slovenia
Web page: http://www.fds.si/index.php

} Doctoral conference
Organiser: Graduate School of Government and European Studies
Type of event: International conference
Date:May, 2016 Venue: Ljubljana, Slovenia
Web page: http://www.fds.si/index.php

} Short Course on Ultrasound in Infectious Diseases and Tropical
Medicine
Organiser:University of Pavia
Type of event: International Course
Date: 2–6 February, 2016 Venue: Pavia, Italy
Web page: http://www.tropicalultrasound.org

} Focused Assessment with Sonography of Cystic Echinococcosis (fase)
Organiser:University of Pavia
Type of event:Winter School
Date: 8–12 March, 2016 Venue: Pavia, Italy
Web page: n.a.

} Performance Management in Healthcare Organisations
Organiser:University of Pavia
Type of event: Leadership school
Date: 3–5 December 2015 Venue: Pavia, Italy and Cambridge, uk
Web page: http://mariachiarademarti.wix.com/pm_school

} Environmental Communication Project ‘Skyros 2015’
Organiser:University of the Aegean
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Type of event: Environmental Communication Training
in real life conditions
Date:May 2015–November 2016 Venue: Skyros Island, Greece
Web page: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid
=10206624745839684&set=oa.875981922459515&type
=1&theater

} Ex Oriente Lux i i – Aegyptiaka Symposium: Religion, Politics
and Culture in the Mediterranean from the 8th to 6th c. bc.
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: International conference
Date: April, 2016 Venue: Rhodes Island, Greece
Web page: http://www.aegyptiaka.gr/index.php/en/
symposium-2016

} Overview of the Project bec and its Collaborating Structures
Organiser:University of the Aegean and Bureau of Employment
and Career
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue:Mytilene Island, Greece
Web page: http://dasta.aegean.gr

} Overview of the Placement Program of the School Departments
of Lemnos and Mytilene
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue:Mytilene Island, Greece
Web page: http://pa.aegean.gr

} Overview of the Placement Program of the School Departments
of Chios
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue: Chios Island, Greece
Web page: http://pa.aegean.gr

} Overview of the Placement Program of the School Departments
of Rhodes
Organiser:University of the Aegean
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Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue: Rhodes Island, Greece
Web page: http://pa.aegean.gr

} Overview of the Placement Program of the School Departments
of Samos
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue: Samos Island, Greece
Web page: http://pa.aegean.gr

} Overview of the Placement Program of the School Departments
of Syros
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue: Syros Island, Greece
Web page: http://pa.aegean.gr

} Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue:Mytilene Island, Greece
Web page: http://mke.aegean.gr

} Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference/workshop
Date:October, 2015 Venue: Samos Island, Greece
Web page: http://mke.aegean.gr

} 9th Conference in Actuarial Science & Finance on Samos
Organiser:University of the Aegean
Type of event: Conference
Date: 18–22 May, 2016 Venue: Samos Island, Greece
Web page:www.aegean.gr

} 2nd International Conference on Nanotheranostics (icon 2015)
Organiser:University of Cyprus
Type of event: International Conference
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Date: 29 October–1 November, 2015 Venue: Limassol, Cyprus
Web page: http://iconconference.org

} 18th ieee Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference
(melecon 2016)
Organiser:University of Cyprus
Type of event: International Conference
Date: 18–20 April, 2016 Venue: Limassol, Cyprus
Web page: http://melecon2016.org/

} ieee International Topical Meeting on Microwave Photonics
(mwp 2015)
Organiser:University of Cyprus
Type of event: International Conference
Date: 26–29 October, 2015 Venue: Paphos, Cyprus
Web page: http://mwp2015.org

} Enhancement of Synergies within the MedUnnet, with the Educators
of medies, the ngo’s of mio-ecsde, the Parliamentarians of
compsud and the Journalists of comjesd
Organiser: unesco Chair on Sustainable Development
Management and Education in the Mediterranean/University
of Athens, mio-ecsde/medies Secretariat
Type of event: Academic and research coordination of the network
Date: September 2015–June 2016 Venue: Athens (Greece)
Web page:www.medies.net, www.mio-ecsde.org

} Mediterranean Youth Responses towards Sustainable Development
and Current Crisis
Organiser: unesco Chair on Sustainable Development
Management and Education in the Mediterranean/University
of Athens, mio-ecsde/medies Secretariat, under the political
guidance of the Union for the Mediterranean (ufm)
Type of event: Survey
Date: April 2015–June 2016 Venue:Mediterranean
Web page:www.medies.net, www.mio-ecsde.org

} Integrated Sustainable Waste and Resource Management
and the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register
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Organiser: unesco Chair on Sustainable Development
Management and Education in the Mediterranean/University
of Athens, mio-ecsde
Type of event:Distance Learning Modules
Date: from January 2015 (open resource) Venue: tbd
Web page: http://www.envirolearning.net/h2020/index.php

} Mediterranean Food & Diet
Organiser: unesco Chair on Sustainable Development
Management and Education in the Mediterranean, University
of Athens & medies Secretariat
Type of event:Distance Learning Modules
Date: to be announced soon Venue: tbd
Web page: http://elearn.elke.uoa.gr

} Partnership and e-Learning course on Education for Sustainable
Development in Designated Areas (pelesda)
Organiser:University of Athens
Type of event: Summer School
Date: July, 2016 Venue: Amfissa city (Greece)
Web page: to be published soon

} Finalization of the Action Plan on esd
Organiser: unesco Chair on Sustainable Development
Management and Education in the Mediterranean/University
of Athens, mio-ecsde/medies Secretariat, under the political
guidance of the Union for the Mediterranean (ufm)
Type of event: Advocacy
Date: September 2015–July 2016 Venue: tbd
Web page:www.medies.net

} The 7th Language and Technology Conference (ltc 2015)
Organiser: AdamMickiewicz University, Poznań
Type of event: international conference
Date: 27–29 November, 2015 Venue: Poznań, Poland
Web page: http://www.ltc.amu.edu.pl/

} 2nd International Symposium on FigurativeThought and Language
Organiser:University of Pavia
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Type of event: International Linguistics Conference
Date: 28–30 October, 2015 Venue: Pavia, Italy
Web page: https://sites.google.com/site/
figurativethoughtandlanguage/home

} Dysphagia2015 – Screening, Inquadramento e Trattamento
delle Disfagie Neurogene, V Edizione
Organiser:University of Pavia
Type of event: Conference
Date: 8–10 October, 2015 Venue: Pavia, Italy
Web page:www.bquadro-congressi.it, www.mondino.it

} Master Program in Cooperation and Development
Organiser:University of Pavia
Type of event: Post graduate course in Cooperation and
Development (Master)
Date:October 2015–January 2017 Venue: Pavia, Italy
Web page:www.cdnpavia.net

} In Search of Equivalence vi i i.
Organiser: Institute of Russian Studies
Type of event: international conference
Date: 8 October, 2015 Venue: Presov, Slovakia
Web page: http://www.unipo.sk/en/faculty-of
-arts/institutes/institute-russian

} Sergei Yesenin in Slovak Translations (to the 120th Anniversary
of Yesenin’s Birth)
Organiser: Institute of Russian Studies, Faculty of Arts,
University of Prešov, Slovakia
Type of event: round table
Date: 11 November, 2015 Venue: Presov, Slovakia
Web page: http://www.unipo.sk/en/faculty-of-
arts/institutes/institute-russian

} Mirrors of Translation Studies i i, Translation & Interpreting Shifts:
Identity Shifts
Organiser:The Institute of Translation and Interpreting,
Faculty of Arts, University of Prešov in Prešov, Slovakia
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Type of event: international conference
Date: 6–7 October, 2015 Venue: Prešov, Slovakia
Web page: http://iptatpresov.weebly.com/konferencia-zt-ii-
conference-mts-ii.html

} Innovation and Israeli Agricultural Technologies
Organiser: Galilee Institute in Israel
Type of event: Course
Date: 28 October–4 November, 2015 Venue:Galilee Institute, Israel
Web
page:http://www.galilcol.ac.il/agriculture/course/62/Innovations.html

} Managing Universities Libraries for Online Education
Organiser: Galilee Institute in Israel
Type of event: /
Date: 12–25 November, 2015 Venue:Galilee Institute, Israel
Web page: http://www.galilcol.ac.il/courses/course/71/
MULOE.html

} Strategic Planning for Universities Council Members
Organiser: Galilee Institute in Israel
Type of event: /
Date: 18–25 November, 2015 Venue:Galilee Institute, Israel
Web page: http://www.galilcol.ac.il/courses/course/73/SPHE.html

} Two Nations andThree Religions in Israel and Palestine
Organiser: Galilee Institute in Israel
Type of event: Programme for graduate students and faculty
members
Date: 29 December 2015–10 January 2016
Venue:Galilee Institute, Israel
Web page: http://www.galilcol.ac.il/middle
-east/sessions/course.asp?sessionId=2&courseId=2

} Management of Higher Education Institutions
Organiser: Galilee Institute in Israel
Type of event: Course
Date: 21 January–1 February, 2016 Venue:Galilee Institute, Israel
Web page: http://www.galilcol.ac.il/courses/course/34/Higher
_Education.html
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} ufp Research Days
Organiser:University Fernando Pessoa
Type of event: International conference
Date: 9–11 March, 2016 Venue: Porto, Portugal
Web page: http://gadi.ufp.pt/dias-da-investigacao-na-ufp/?lang=en

} Physiotherapy Conference
Organiser:University Fernando Pessoa
Type of event: Conference
Date: 9–10 October, 2015 Venue: Porto, Portugal
Web page: none

} 3rd apasd Conference – Diminished Autonomy, Vulnerability
and Responsibility
Organiser:University Fernando Pessoa and Associação
para a Segurança dos Doentes
Type of event: Conference
Date: 5–6 November, 2015 Venue: Porto, Portugal
Web page: http://apasdcongresso.ufp.edu.pt

} 2015 rmei General Assembly
Organiser: rmei, Cairo University
Type of event:Workshops on sustainable development
Date: 20–24 November, 2015 Venue: Cairo, Egypt
Web page:www.rmei.info

} Aggiornamento professionale Pesca Sicilia
Organiser: Accademia Eraclitea
Type of event: Bando di attuazione della misura 1.5 tipologie 1 e 2
Sviluppo sostenibile delle zone di pesca
Date: 15 March–15 June, 2016 Venue: Trapani, Italia
Web page: http://www.gac2014.eraclitea.com/

} Library and unak Association Joint Symposium
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Symposium
Date: 1–3 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr
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} Rheumatology and Rehabilitation Days
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Symposium
Date: 5–6 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} tübitak Project Exhibition
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Exhibition
Date: 5–9 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} International Symposium of Representation of Turkish Culture
via Translation
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Symposium
Date: 15–16 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Geriatric Sciences Symposium
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Symposium
Date: 15–16 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Protez Ortez Congress
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Congress
Date: 22–24 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} 3rd Physcis Engineering EducationWorkshop
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event:Workhop
Date: 23 October, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Turkish 4th Population Studies Conference
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
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Type of event: Conference
Date: 5–6 November, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Clinic and Communication Congress
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Congress
Date: 12–14 November, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} National Radiation Protection Congress
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Congress
Date: 19–21 November, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Congress Mechanical Engineering Association
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Congress
Date: 20–21 November, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} 24 November Teacher Day Event
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event:Meeting
Date: 24 November, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Conservatory Recitals
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Performance
Date: 15 December, 2015 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Pediatric Chest Diseases Congress
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Congress
Date: 15–16 January, 2016 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr
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} ‘Nursing Week’ events
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Event week
Date: 12 May, 2016 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} ‘Youth Week’ events
Organiser:Hacettepe Üniversitesi
Type of event: Event week
Date: 15–22 May, 2016 Venue:Hacettepe University
Web page:www.hacettepe.edu.tr

} Student Mobility – International Semester
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies
Type of event: Student mobility
Date: January 2016 – July 2016 Venue: Celje, Slovenia
Web page: http://mfdps.si/

} Master Study ProgrammeManagement and Quality in Education
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies
Type of event:Master study programme
Date: Study Year 2015/2016 Venue: Celje, Slovenia
Web page: http://mfdps.si/

} Doctoral Study Programme Knowledge Management
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies
Type of event:Doctoral study programme
Date: Study Year 2015/2016 Venue: Celje, Slovenia
Web page: http://mfdps.si/

} International Week for Guest Higher Education Teachers and Staff
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies
Type of event: International Week
Date: 18–22 April, 2016 Venue: Celje, Slovenia
Web page: http://mfdps.si/

} International Scientific Conference on Management of Knowledge
and Learning MakeLearn 2016
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies in
cooperation with: Politehnica University Timisoara, Romania,
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Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand, Maria Curie Skłodowska
University, Lublin, Poland
Type of event: International Scientific Conference
Date: 25–28 May, 2016 Venue: Timisoara, Romania
Web page: http://makelearn.mfdps.si/

} Doctoral Students’ Workshop on Academic Writing for Publishing
Scientific Papers in International Journals
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies in
cooperation with: Politehnica University Timisoara, Romania,
Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand, Maria Curie Skłodowska
University, Lublin, Poland
Type of event:Doctoral Students’ Workshop
Date: 27–28 May, 2016 Venue: Timisoara, Romania
Web page: http://makelearn.mfdps.si/

} Mediterranean Summer School Innovation in Business
Entrepreneurship
Organiser: International School for Social Business Studies
Type of event: Summer School
Date: 27 June 2016–8 July 2016 Venue: Portorož, Slovenia
Web page: http://summerschool.issbs.si/

} Energy Systems and Technologies for Sustainable Development
Organiser: Pharos University in Alexandria (pua), Egypt
Type of event: International conference
Date: 19–21 December, 2015 Venue: Alexandria, Egypt
Web page: http://www.pua.edu.eg/icesd

} Advances in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Organiser: Pharos University in Alexandria (pua), Egypt
Type of event: International conference
Date: 27–29 October, 2015 Venue: Alexandria, Egypt
Web page:www.pua.edu.eg/icaps
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